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Abstract
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has gained worldwide popular
ity in broadband wireless communications recently due to its high spectral efficiency 
and robust performance in multipath fading channels. A growing trend of smart 
receivers which can support and adapt to multiple OFDM based standards auto
matically brings the necessity of identifying different standards by estimating OFDM 
system parameters without a priori information. Consequently, blind estimation and 
identification of OFDM system parameters has received considerable research atten
tions. Many techniques have been developed for blind estimation of various OFDM 
parameters, whereas estimation of the sampling frequency is often ignored. Further
more, the estimated sampling frequency of an OFDM signal has to be very accurate 
for data recovery due to the high sensitivity of OFDM signals to sampling clock 
offset. To address the aforementioned problems, we propose a two-step cyclostation- 
arity based algorithm with low computational complexity to precisely estimate the 
sampling frequency of a received oversampled OFDM signal. With this estimated 
sampling frequency and oversampling ratio, other OFDM system parameters, i.e., 
the number of subcarriers, symbol duration and cyclic prefix (CP) length can be es
timated based on the cyclic property from CP sequentially. In addition, modulation 
scheme used in the OFDM can be classified based on the higher-order statistics (HOS) 
of the frequency domain OFDM signal.

All the proposed algorithms are verified by a lab testing system including a vec
tor signal generator, a spectrum analyzer and a high speed digitizer. The evaluation 
results confirm the high precision and efficacy of the proposed algorithm in realistic 
scenarios.

Key Words: OFDM, sampling frequency, cyclostationary, oversampling ratio, blind 
parameter estimation, modulation scheme classification.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction

1.1 Background

Multi-carrier transmission has been deployed for broadband wireless communications 

in order to overcome hostile signal propagation environments. As a special form 

of multi-carrier transmission, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is 

becoming a popular modulation scheme by the adoption of a group of orthogonal 

subcarriers. Due to its high spectrum efficiency and robust performance in multi- 

path fading channels, OFDM system has been adopted in many wireless applications, 

including IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN) [1] and Digital Video 

Terrestrial Broadcasting (DVB) [2].

The dramatic increase of OFDM based global wireless applications poses a 

looming challenge of developing smart receivers that can support and adapt to multi

ple standards automatically using the cognitive radio (CR) technology. It is expected 

that such software-defined radio receivers are capable of intelligently detecting and 

identifying radio signals so that interference identification, signal confirmation and 

spectrum management can be performed to optimize the system performance as well 

as spectrum utilization efficiency.

Fig. 1.1 shows the block diagram of a smart receiver for OFDM systems. Ba

sically, a smart receiver consists of three main blocks: a receiver frontend for down 

converting the received signal to baseband from radio frequency; an estimator that
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Figure 1.1: Application of blind estimation of OFDM system parameters in smart
receivers.

blindly estimates OFDM system parameters and a demodulator that recovers the 

signal.

The OFDM system parameter estimator shown in Fig. 1.1 is an indispensable 

component in the smart receiver. By estimating OFDM system parameters without a 

priori knowledge, the receiver is able to automatically adapt its receiving algorithm to 

various wireless applications. Furthermore, based on the estimation results, wireless 

service provider may detect and suppress the interference, monitor the spectrum usage 

and trace unlicensed transmitters in wireless networks for dynamic spectrum sharing. 

Therefore, blind estimation and identification of OFDM signals is expected to be 

one of the most important components for cognitive radio (CR) system design and 

dynamic spectrum sharing [3].
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Blind OFDM parameter estimation also has important roles in military com

munications, such as electronic warfare, surveillance and reconnaissance (S&R) and 

threat analysis. Fig. 1.2 shows the block diagram of an electronic support measure 

system [4], which usually involves intercepting, detecting and classifying received sig

nals in real-time for the purpose of jamming and threat recognition. In general, after 

detecting the existence of an OFDM signal, the intelligent receiver is responsible of 

estimating system parameters without a prior information. With the help of blind 

estimation, the system can identify whether the target OFDM signal is hostile or not 

based on the estimated parameters and signal characteristics. Corresponding mea

sures such as jamming or recovering will be performed to the identified hostile signal. 

Therefore, blind parameter estimation of OFDM systems plays an essential part in 

military radio command automation systems.

1.2 Motivations and Objectives

The wide deployment of different OFDM systems in broadband wireless communica

tions raises new challenges for blind system identification and parameter estimations. 

However, most existing blind signal parameter estimation algorithms in literature are 

focused on single carrier modulations (SCM) where only carrier frequency and mod

ulation schemes are blindly estimated. These algorithms are not directly applicable 

for OFDM signals due to significant differences between SCM and OFDM in signal 

formats.

Although some blind estimation algorithms have been proposed for OFDM sys

tems [5] [6] [7] [8], most of which [5] [6] focus on the synchronization parameter 

estimation or the bandwidth estimation [7] [8]. Moreover, one of the common weak

nesses of these algorithms is the assumption of a perfectly known sampling frequency
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Figure 1.2: Example of blind signal parameter estimation in military application.
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which is not available in realistic scenarios.

In this thesis, to achieve blind OFDM system parameter estimation, a two-step 

algorithm is first proposed for precisely estimating sampling frequency of a received 

oversampled OFDM signal. Following this, various parameters of OFDM signals, 

including the number of subcarriers, symbol duration, length of cyclic prefix (CP) and 

the carrier frequency offset (CFO) are sequentially estimated based on the previous 

derived sampling frequency. Finally, modulation scheme classification is carried out 

based on higher-order statistics (HOS) of the received OFDM signal for data recovery.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

• Based on the inherent signal cyclostationarity in communication signals, a two- 

step algorithm is proposed to precisely estimate the sampling frequency of an 

oversampled OFDM signal with low computational complexity. The sampling 

frequency estimation is critical to OFDM signal reception and other system 

parameter estimations. However, it is often ignored by other algorithms in the 

literature.

• All remaining OFDM system parameters, i.e., the number of subcarriers, symbol 

duration, length of CP and CFO are blindly estimated based on the previously 

estimated sampling frequency of the received signal.

• The modulation scheme employed by OFDM system is classified using the 

HOS of the signal. The subcarrier based algorithm can classify the modulation 

scheme of each OFDM subcarrier which is useful for adaptive OFDM systems 

where different modulation schemes may be employed by different subcarriers.
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• The proposed algorithm for blind OFDM system parameter estimations are ver

ified by a lab testing system which includes Rohde&Schwarz (R& S®) SMJ100A 

vector signal generator, National Instruments (NI) PXI 5105 high speed digi

tizer, MATLAB and LABVIEW simulation softwares. The evaluation results 

confirm the precision and efficacy of the proposed algorithm in realistic scenar

ios.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The organization of this thesis is as follows:

In Chapter 2, a brief introduction to OFDM systems is provided. The basic 

concept of OFDM, the corresponding transceiver structure, the main implementation 

impairments together with different industrial applications of OFDM are presented.

In Chapter 3, OFDM system parameters (i.e., the sampling frequency, number 

of subcarriers, symbol duration, CP length and CFO) are blindly estimated by ex

ploiting the inherent characteristics of the oversampled signal. The cyclostationarity 

of an oversampled OFDM signal is investigated in the beginning under a time dis

persive channel corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The analytical 

expressions for the cyclic correlation function (CCF) and the cyclic spectrum (CS) 

are derived to prove the existence of cyclostationarity in OFDM signals. By using the 

inherent cyclostationarity, a two-step algorithm for sampling frequency and oversam

pling ratio estimation is proposed subsequently. Other OFDM parameters, i.e., the 

number of subcarriers, symbol duration, CP length and CFO are estimated in the se

quel. Finally, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is analyzed and performances 

of the proposed estimation algorithm are evaluated.
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In Chapter 4, a subcarrier based modulation scheme classification algorithm 

is presented. Various modulation schemes commonly employed in OFDM systems 

are introduced at the beginning of this chapter. Following this, a review of the 

existing algorithms for modulation scheme classification in the literature is given. 

Basic principles of HOS of stationary random variables and processes are discussed 

sequentially. The classification algorithm based on the HOS of the frequency domain 

signal is then proposed, by which four modulation schemes mainly used in OFDM 

systems, namely, BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM can be classified. Finally, 

simulation results are presented to validate the analysis and the performance of the 

proposed algorithm. "—

In Chapter 5, a lab testing system for algorithm evaluations are presented. 

The evaluations of the proposed algorithm are carried out on an oversampled OFDM 

signal from vector signal generator and the results confirm the high precision of the 

proposed algorithm. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future works are discussed in 

Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Review of OFDM Systems

OFDM is a wideband digital communications technique in which high-rate data is 

transmitted in parallel via multiple orthogonal subcarriers. In 1966, the idea of 

multi-carrier transmission was first brought out by Chang in [9]. Weinstein and 

Ebert subsequently proposed a complete digital OFDM system that used discrete 

Fourier transform (DFT) and inverse DFT (IDFT) for baseband modulation and de

modulation in 1971 [10]. From then on, OFDM systems have been investigated for 

wideband communications over various channels [11]. In this chapter, the principle 

of OFDM system is explained compared with conventional frequency division multi

plexing (FDM). The basics of OFDM are introduced, including the analog and digital 

presentations. The transmitter and receiver structures for OFDM systems are pre

sented in the sequel. Finally, the main merits and drawbacks of OFDM system are 

summarized, followed by the major applications of OFDM systems.

2.1 FDM and OFDM

The idea of using OFDM for high data rate transmissions has been investigated due 

to its simple structure and bandwidth efficiency. OFDM is an extension to the con

ventional FDM with respect to spectrum usage. In FDM, many parallel carriers are 

modulated and transmitted in different frequency bands to different users simulta

neously. To avoid inter-band interference caused by spectral leakage in conventional
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Conventional Frequency Division Multiplexing

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

Figure 2.1: OFDM exploits subcarrier orthogonality for spectral efficiency.

FDM, guard bands are inserted between two adjacent frequency bands. However, the 

utilization rate of available frequency spectrum drops due to the insertion of guard 

bands. To cope with this inefficient bandwidth usage, OFDM technique was pro

posed, in which adjacent subcarriers are overlapped orthogonally without interfering 

each other.

For illustration purpose, Fig. 2.1 shows the spectrum usage of both conventional 

FDM and OFDM systems. Compared to the conventional FDM with guard band 

interval between adjacent carriers, OFDM can utilize the frequency band efficiently 

by exploiting the subcarrier orthogonality, which saves the scarce bandwidth resource 

significantly. In the next section, the principle of orthogonality in OFDM will be 

presented in detail.
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2.2 Basics of OFDM

2.2.1 Analog Representation of OFDM  Signals

Consider an OFDM signal with consecutive transmitted symbols over the time. The 

representation of the Zth symbol in the continuous-time domain can be expressed as

, 0 <  t <  Tu, (2.1)(t) =  ;̂ £ 1d1(fc)e’ 2’rA‘

where N  is the total number of the OFDM subcarriers, cZ/(fc) is the data symbol 

transmitted on the kth subcarrier during the Zth symbol period and is the duration 

of one OFDM data symbol. The centre frequency for the fcth subcarrier can be 

expressed as =  / q +  fcA/ ,  where A /  is the subcarrier spacing of the OFDM 

symbol which satisfies TuA /  =  1.

The orthogonality among any subcarriers can be proved by computing the inte

gral of the product of the fcth subcarrier and the Zth subcarrier within the Zth symbol 

as follows [12],

=  d / ( f c ) d j ( Z ) i ( f c - Z ) , (2.2)
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where S(k — l) is a delta function defined as

6{k - l ) = <

<

1,

0,

k =  l, 

otherwise.
(2.3)

Therefore, any two subcarriers are orthogonal to each other since the integral of their 

product is zero. The orthogonality allows simultaneous data transmission on multiple 

subcarriers in a more tight frequency spacing without mutual interference compared 

with FDM.

2.2.2 Digital Representation of OFDM  Signals

Assume that the continuous-time domain OFDM signal s(t) is sampled at an interval 

of T =  the corresponding discrete-time baseband OFDM signal is then given by

ej2nfknT, n =  0 , l , - - - , N - 1 .  (2.4)

Without loss of generality, let / q =  0, (2.4) therefore turns into

TV—1
s(n) =

V n £  d(* )
k=0

s(n) =  _ L ^ to
1 N~1 k

=  -7= Y ,d d k ) e ’ 2*n-N ,n =  0 , l , - - - , N - l .  (2.5)
'/N

The frequency domain symbol d[(k) can be inversely represented by

TV-i
di(k) =  *(n)e" i M ^  n =  0, l , . - -  , N ~ 1 .  (2.6)

n=0

It is shown that (2.5) and (2.6) are identical to the expressions of IDFT and
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Cyclic
Prefix

Figure 2.2: One OFDM symbol with CP.

DFT which provide a method to efficiently implement OFDM modulation and de

modulation.

2.2.3 Cyclic Prefix

When a series of OFDM symbols pass through a multipath fading channel, inter 

symbol interference (ISI) will be introduced due to the dispersive nature of the chan

nel. The impact of ISI will destroy the orthogonality among subcarriers in OFDM 

systems. By adding CP as a guard interval, ISI between OFDM symbols can be grace

fully eliminated. A CP typically is a copy of the last part of one OFDM data symbol 

and appended at the beginning of that symbol. Fig. 2.2 illustrates one complete 

OFDM symbol with CP.

Provided that the length of the CP is longer than the maximum channel dura

tion, multipath components from current OFDM symbol will not interfere the sub

sequent symbol. This is because CP converts the linear convolution between the 

OFDM signal and the channel impulse response into a cyclic convolution. Therefore, 

multipath components from the previous symbol are limited within the CP part. As 

a result, ISI can be avoided and the orthogonality among subcarriers is maintained. 

Fig. 2.3 illustrates how the ISI is removed in OFDM symbols. It is shown in the 

figure that when the length of CP is longer than the channel duration, the multipath 

interference from the preceding symbol can be absorbed by the CP of the current
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Figure 2.3: Elimination of ISI by CP.

symbol. Consequently, ISI can be eliminated efficiently by removing the CP before 

OFDM symbol demodulation.

Adding CP, on the other hand, will decrease the bandwidth efficiency due to 

the additional transmission time taken by the CP for each symbol. Therefore, a good 

system design will control CP as short as possible while maintaining sufficient length 

for multipath protection.

2.3 OFDM System Structure

As described in Section 2, from (2.5) and (2.6), OFDM modulation and demodulation 

can be implemented by IDFT and DFT respectively. For efficient implementation, 

the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be 

applied to achieve the IDFT and DFT operations.



Figure 2.4: OFDM transmitter structure.
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In this section, we will introduce the basic structures of the transmitter and 

receiver for OFDM systems.

2.3.1 Transmitter Structure

Fig. 2.4 depicts the implementation of an OFDM transmitter. Incoming data bits are 

encoded and then modulated as complex symbols in the first two blocks in Fig. 2.4. 

Following this, the serial symbol sequence is passed through a 1 : N  serial-to-parallel 

(S /P) converter and sent to the IFFT block. The TV-point IFFT block takes the input 

frequency symbols and converts them to the time domain. The complex outputs of 

IFFT are then passed through an N  : 1 parallel-to-serial (P/S) converter, forming a 

complex-valued OFDM symbol.

Prior to transmitting OFDM symbols, CP is added to each symbol to prevent 

ISI caused by multipath channel. The symbols are then passed through a digital- 

to-analog converter (DAC) and the resultant analog signal is fed to the upconverter. 

After upconverting the baseband signal to the desired carrier frequency fap, the 

modulated radio frequency (RF) signal is sent to a power amplifier and radiated by 

the transmit antenna into the free space.

Fig. 2.5 shows the spectra of five subcarriers in one OFDM signal. As shown 

in the figure, different subcarriers are partially overlapped and the spectral peak of 

each subcarrier is located at the position where all the other subcarriers’ spectrum 

are zero. Fig. 2.6 shows the corresponding five subcarrier signals in the time domain.

2.3.2 Receiver Structure
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Figure 2.5: Example of 5 subcarriers in one OFDM symbol in the frequency domain.

Time (ms)

Figure 2.6: Example of 5 subcarrier signals in one OFDM symbol in the time
domain.



Figure 2.7: OFDM receiver structure.
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Fig. 2.7 illustrates the receiver structure for an OFDM system. After the receive 

antenna, the received signal is amplified by a low-noise amplifier (LNA) and passed 

through a bandpass filter to suppress the out-of-band noise. The filtered RF signal 

is then downconverted to baseband and directly sampled by a high-speed analog- 

to-digital converter (ADC). After the CP removal, the sampled signal is 1 : N S/P 

converted and FFT demodulated. Then an N : 1 P /S conversion is carried out over 

each subcarrier and the signal is sent to the demodulation and decoding blocks for 

further processing.

2.4 Impairments of Non-ideal Transmission

Although OFDM system is very popular due to many attractive advantages, there 

are some impairments in the realistic OFDM system implementation. In this section, 

major impairments in OFDM systems are introduced, including multipath channel, 

CFO and sampling frequency offset (SFO).

2.4.1 Multipath Channel

In the simple wireless scenario without scatters, the channel model employed in 

OFDM system analysis mostly is an AWGN channel. With such model, the re

ceiver gets an attenuated replica of the transmitted signal which is only corrupted by 

AWGN. This model is suitable for deep space communications, but is not the right 

model for terrestrial and mobile wireless communications. Multipath fading is in

evitable in wireless communications because the transmitted signal bounces off walls, 

doors or other objects, and reaches the receive antenna at various delays via different 

paths.
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A multipath channel model with Mc paths can be characterized by

M c

— Cm) 5 (2-7)
ra=l

with h(£m) as the channel coefficient at delay £m, m =  1 ,...,M C. Based on the 

wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) assumption, channel taps are 

assumed to be uncorrelated with each other. The transmitted signal s(t) after passing 

through the multipath fading channel without AWGN can be expressed as

M c

r (t) — h(£m)s(t — £m). (2.8)
771=1

2.4.2 CFO and SFO

Considering the CP in each symbol, the OFDM baseband signal for the Ith symbol 

can be described as [13] [14]

s(t) =  - 7 = J 2  dl(kyj2nkAfk(t-(lNs+Ncv)T)  ̂ (2l9)
V N k=0

where T  is the sampling period, l represents the Zth symbol; k denotes the kth. sub

carrier; Ncp is the number of samples in CP and Ns is the number of samples in one 

OFDM symbol which equals to N + Ncp. Note that Ncp x T is the duration of the 

CP and it should be longer than the maximum channel delay spread.

Denote the carrier frequency as f  and the sampling period as Tf at the receiver. 

Thus the CFO A  f c and the relative SFO rj are defined as

A  fc = f - f ' (2.10)
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and

t) =  (T ' -T)/T.  (2.11)

Sampling the received signal at the receiver with a sampling clock T1, the Zth OFDM 

symbol after CP removal can be represented by N samples

n{n) =  r{tn), 0 < n < N -  1, (2.12)

where tn =  (INS +  Ncp)T' +  nT'.

In this thesis, channel fading is assumed to be unchanged during two consecutive 

OFDM symbols. By substituting (2.9) and (2.12) into (2.8), the Ith received symbol 

r/ (n) with CFO and SFO impairments in multipath fading channel can be represented 

as [13] [15],

Mc N - 1 oo

rt(n) = E  J‘We
V 7 V  m k=0 ¿ = -o o

j2nk(tn—(lNs+Ncp)T-Çrn)
77T +  (n)

Mc
ej2nAfc{lNs+Ncp)(l+v)Tej2nAfcn{l+T1)T ^  h(£m)

m
oo 1 N—l 1

x V  —  y "  di(k)ej2nk^ ^ lNs+N^ T+nT ~<̂lNs+Ncp'>T~ ^  +wi(n),  
i= - o o  ^  to

(2.13)

where wi(n) is the AWGN.
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Substituting (2.10) into (2.13), we have

_  ej2nAfc(lN s+N cp)(l+v)Tej2nA fcn(l+ri)T 

1 Mc oo AT—1 0 ,
x - l = ^ / i ( U )  X !  £  d i (k ) e ^ ^ LNs+NcP)riT+n^ +ri)T~U ] +w /(n)

rn /= -oo /c=0
Mc

— ej27rA/c(ZÂs+Arcp)(l+r/)Tej27rA/cn(l+r/)T ^  /t(^m)

m

x ^  £  ^ d / ( f c ) e ^ (W»+^ ^ e iT ^ (1*H,)^ r +  «;!(»»), (2.14)
/=—oo A;=0

tt —j27rfc$m
where <j)H =  e NT is the phase rotation caused by the delay of the ruth path.

Considering the CFO and SFO, the received data symbol in the frequency 

domain after FFT can be expressed as follows [13] [15]

N - 1
Zi,k = XIn('»)«-i2'r*”/w + WiW

n=0
AT—1

n=0

N -l

E
k=0

2n kn
_ L  ej2rrA/ctn di{k)Hk(f>H ej2n^ T {tn~^lNs+NcP)T) +  Wj(fc)

iV- 1
=  _ J _ ej2nAfc(lNs+Ncp)(l+r])T ej27rA/cn(l+/?)T 

^  n=0

X X !  d /( f c ) /f ^ e j2^ ^ [(Ws+iVcp)(1+7?)+n(1+i?)_(/Ars+iVcp)e_JT  +  Wj(jfc) 
fc=0

,• 27t kn

=  J _ ^ 2rrA/c(liV8+JVcp)(l+r?) r ej 2,rfc(̂ +JV̂ ^ (A;)f fA;̂  ^A /cn il-H jJT
\/]V n=0

AT-1
x çj^krjjj +  _ L  ê 2irAfc l̂Ns+NcP^1+^ Tdi(k)Hk<t)H

n= 0
AT—1

E  e — F
Z=0,2̂ /C

j27ri(lNs+Ncp)ri j2ninr)
----------—  +  Wi(k), (2.15)x
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where W[(k) is the AWGN at the fcth subcarrier in the Zth OFDM symbol. From 

(2 .10 ) we have

A f c =  f ' ~ f
1 1 

N T '~  NT 
T - T '
NT'T

V
(1  +  t] ) N T '

Therefore, (2.15) can be rewritten as

(2.16)

N

TV-1

E
n=0

TV-1
x  , V "  }_ej2nAfc(lNs +Ncp)(l+r,)T

“  N
TV-1

x J2 e
z=0,z /̂c

n=0

j2nk(lNs+Ncp)r) j2mnr) TT
---------N----- e di(k)H(k)(f)H +  W/(fc)

=  ^ e 327:̂ fc^lNs+N(v)il^ ) T e ^ k(lNN+N̂ ]R di(k)H{k)(i)H

X V 1 ej27r(~ ( l + f e )n(1+??)TeJ2̂ + ^  E n = o  e i ^ M ^ + N c p K l + r i T ^
TV

j2nk(lNs+Ncp)r] j2mm) TT
------ N--- e^Idi(k)H(k)(l>H + W/(fc)

z=0,z=̂A;

= ê TTA/ĉ jVs+JVcpXl +v)Te 2nk{lNN+Ncp)P di(k)H(k)(t)H

n = 0  
TV-1

x ] T  e

TV-1 A - l
+  1  ej2nAfc(<lNs+NcP>)<<1+ri)T ] P  e

i=0,i^k

j27rk(lNs+Ncp)r] j27rinr] TJ
--------N----  e n  di(k)H(k)(f>H +Wt(k).

n=0

intercarrier interference (IC I)

(2.17)
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Figure 2.8: Phase rotation between two adjacent OFDM subcarriëîs due to CFO
and SFO.

As illustrated in (2.17), the subcarrier phase rotation is [13] [15]

2nk
< P l ( k )  =  2nAfc(lNs +  Ncp){ 1 +  rf)T +  —  (INS +  Ncp)ri +  <fyH (2.18)

As the channel is slowly fading and for OFDM system with large N (i.e., con

stant from one OFDM symbol to the next, 0^. =  the phase increment

between neighboring OFDM symbols is given by,

fy(fc) = i(fc)

=  2nAfcNsT +  2nAfcNsTri +
2 nNskr] 

N

2irAfcNsT  +
2tt Nskr] 

N  '
(2.19)

The phase rotation of each subcarrier is plotted in Fig. 2.8 according to (2.19). 

Depending on the number of subcarriers N and the total number of samples in one 

OFDM symbol Ns, the additional phase rotation introduced by frequency offsets
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could be significant and therefore must be estimated and compensated.

2.5 Wireless Communication Standards Based on 

OFDM System

Over the last few decades, OFDM technology has been adopted in many wireless 

standards due to its high spectral efficiency and robust performance in multipath 

fading channels. The most popular wireless applications based on OFDM systems 

include DVB-T, IEEE 801.11, IEEE 802.16 and more recently IEEE 802.22. In this 

section, a brief introduction of these OFDM applications is presented. Before that, 

the advantages and disadvantages of OFDM systems are briefly summarized.

2.5.1 OFDM  Advantages and Disadvantages

As discussed in the previous section, OFDM has many advantages over other trans

mission technologies. Main merits of OFDM systems are summarized as follows

• High efficiency of spectrum utilization.

• Robustness against ISI caused by multipath propagation.

• Simple implementation of modulation/demodulation by IFFT/FFT block.

• Adaptive modulation and flexible transmission power adjustment.

The main drawbacks of OFDM systems are as follows

• Transmission data rate loss due to the redundancy from CP.

• Vulnerability to CFO and SFO caused by the drifting between transmitter and 

receiver oscillators.
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Figure 2.9: DTT broadcasting standards around the world.

• High peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) from the drastically fluctuated mag

nitude in the OFDM signal.

2.5.2 Current Standards Using OFDM

Due to those advantages mentioned before, OFDM systems have been adopted as 

physic layer (PHY) modulation scheme in many standards. However, OFDM system 

parameters in different standards are not the same according to different system 

performances required by standards. For example, the OFDM system in DVB-T 

employs a larger number of subcarriers to increase the transmission effeiciency in 

stationary scenario while DVB-H features a smaller number of subcarriers so that it 

is more robust in dynamic channel conditions. Hence, the knowledge of OFDM system 

parameters for different standards are imperative for automatic signal identification 

based on the estimated system parameters.
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2.5.2.1 DVB

DVB-T [2] [16] is a television broadcasting standard where a set of specifications 

regulate the framing structure, channel coding, and modulation for digital terrestrial 

television (DTT) broadcasting. The DVB-T standard was originally designed for 

terrestrial transmission of digital TV services to fixed and portable receivers. But 

more services, such as mobile and handheld receiving, were introduced recently [16].

In order to deliver high quality video in a broadcast environment, OFDM is 

employed in DVB-T standard due to its data rate scalability and high multipath im

munity. The DVB-T OFDM system PHY adopts the 2K (1705 subcarriers) and 8K 

(6817 subcarriers) transmission modes. The “2K mode” is suitable for single transmit

ter operation and for small single frequency networks (SFN) with limited transmitter 

distances. The ‘“ 8K mode” can be used both for single transmitter operation and 

for small and large SFN networks. An OFDM symbol in DVB-T is composed of 

two parts: a useful data part and a CP part. Four different durations of CP can be 

used, i.e., 1 /32 ,1 /16 ,1 /8  and 1/4 of the data symbol duration. Various modulation 

schemes are also available in order to accommodate different transmission rates, in

cluding quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 16 quadrature amplitude modulation 

(QAM) and 64QAM.

As one popular digital TV broadcast standard, DVB-T has been adopted or 

proposed for digital television broadcasting by many countries and regions (see Fig. 

2.9). Furthermore, DVB-T has been further evolved into more new standards, such 

as DVB-H for handheld terminals.
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2.5.2.2 IEEE 802.11 Standards

In 1997, the institute of electrical and electronics engineers (IEEE) finalized the first 

WLAN standard - 802.11. Unfortunately, 802.11 at that time only supported a maxi

mum network bandwidth of 2 Mbps which was too slow for most of the applications at 

that time. For this reason, old 802.11 wireless products are no longer manufactured. 

The IEEE 802.11 family used nowadays includes IEEE 802.11a [17], IEEE 802.11b 

[18], IEEE 802.l lg  [19] and more recently IEEE 802.lln  [20]. Most of the standards 

apply OFDM technique except the IEEE 802.11b.

• 802.11a operates in 5 GHz band and uses a 52-subcarrier OFDM with a maxi

mum raw data rate of 54 Mbit/s, which yields realistic net achievable through

put in the mid-20 Mbit/s. The data rate can be reduced to 48, 36, 24, 18, 12, 

9 and 6 Mbit/s if necessary. 802.11a has been deployed worldwide for many 

different applications, particularly within the corporate workspace nowadays.

• 802.l lg  works in the 2.4 GHz band (like 802.11b) but can operate at a maximum 

data rate of 54 Mbit/s. The modulation scheme used in 802.l lg  is OFDM 

inherited from 802.11a with data rates of 54, 48, 36, 24, 18, 12, 9 and 6 Mbit/s. 

Even though 802.l lg  operates in the same frequency band as 802.11b, it can 

achieve higher data rate thanks to its heritage to 802.11a.

• 802.lln  is the most recent Wi-Fi standard and is becoming commercially avail

able. This standard significantly improves the maximum data rate from 54 

M bit/s to 600 Mbit/s. One of the most well known component of 802.lln  is 

the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technique. MIMO harnesses multi- 

path with a technique known as space division multiplexing. The transmitting 

WLAN device splits a data stream into multiple spatial streams, and transmits
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Figure 2.10: OFDMA signal structure specified in WiMAX.

each of them through separate antennas to corresponding antennas at the re

ceiver. The current 802.1 In provides up to four spatial streams. Doubling the 

number of spatial streams from one to two effectively doubles the data rate. 

There are trade-offs, however, such as increased power consumption and ex

tra hardware cost. Doubling the width of a WLAN channel from 20 MHz to 

40 MHz in the 802.1 In also effectively doubles data rate. However, it leaves 

fewer channels available for other devices. In the case of the 2.4 GHz band, 

there is enough room for three non-overlapping 20 MHz channels while a 40 

MHz channel does not leave much room for other devices to join the network or 

transmit in the same airspace. Therefore, intelligent and dynamic management 

is required to ensure that the 40 MHz channel option improves overall WLAN 

performances by balancing the high bandwidth demands from different clients.

2.5.2.3 IEEE 802.16 Standard

The IEEE 802.16 standard (also known as WiMAX) [21] for wireless metropolitan area 

networks is a wireless transmission system that falls into the category of broadband
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wireless access (BWA) [22]. High data rates, mobility-friendly features, and low 

user installation costs have made IEEE 802.16 an appealing alternative to digital 

subscriber line (DSL)/Cable services.

The final version of the IEEE 802.16 standard was published in 2004 [23]. The 

IEEE 802.16-2004 standard includes the specifications of the 802.16 and the 802.16a 

documents, i.e., both of the single carrier PHY operating in the 10-66 GHz band 

with line-of-sight (LoS) and the OFDM PHY operating in the 2-11 GHz band with 

non-line-of-sight (NLoS) were included in the final document. The PHY standard of 

802.16 also has two modes, i.e., OFDM and scalable orthogonal frequency division 

multiple access (OFDMA). The channel bandwidth in OFDMA can be an integer 

multiple of 1.25 MHz, 1.5 MHz, 1.75 MHz, 2MHz and 2.75 MHz with a maximum of 

20 MHz. Binary phase shift keying (BPSK), QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM modulation 

schemes are employed for each OFDM subcarrier.

The time domain OFDM symbol in WiMAX also consists of a useful data part 

and a CP part. The PHY can use variable CP length, i.e., 1/32,1/16,1/8 and 1/4 

of the data symbol duration, depending on the expected channel delay spread. In 

the frequency domain, there are three types of subcarriers in each OFDM symbol, 

namely

• Data subcarriers: subcarriers used to transmit user data;

• Pilot subcarriers: subcarriers used for channel estimation purposes;

• Null carriers: empty subcarriers for guard band and direct current (DC).

Fig. 2.10 illustrates the distribution of subcarriers in each IEEE 802.16 OFDM sym

bol. Among the 256 subcarriers in one symbol, 55 subcarriers are designated as guard 

bands, 28 subcarriers are in the lower frequency guard bands and 27 subcarriers are in
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Table 2.1: OFDM parameters in WiMAX

Parameter Value
IFFT/FFT Length 256

Number of Used Subcarriers 200
CP ratio 1/4,1/8,1/16,1/32

Lower Frequency Guard Subcarriers 28 Subcarriers
Upper Frequency Guard Subcarriers 27 Subcarriers
Index of Lower Guard Subcarriers 
Index of Upper Guard Subcarriers

-128,-127,...,-101 
+101,+102,...,+127

Index of Pilot Subcarriers -84,-60,-36,-12,12,36,64,84

the upper frequency guard bands. The IEEE 802.16 standard reserves 8 subcarriers 

to be used for channel estimation purposes. These subcarriers are known as pilot 

subcarriers. Table 2.1 summarizes the IEEE 802.16 standard OFDM parameters 

according to [23].

2.5.2.4 IEEE 802.22 Standard

The IEEE 802.22 standard is a CR standard being developed to bring broadband 

access to less populated rural areas by using vacant TV channels. OFDMA is the 

modulation scheme for transmission in up- and downlink in the current draft 802.22 

proposal. With OFDMA, it will be possible to achieve the flexibility for channel 

switching without errors in transmission and reception. By using just one TV channel, 

the approximate maximum bit rate is 19 Mbit/s at a 30 km distance. Another 

distinctive feature of IEEE 802.22 standard is the new technology Channel Bonding 

[24] which is employed to fulfill the speed and distance requirements of the standard.

Fig. 2.11 summarizes the frequency range and approximated data rate provided 

by different OFDM based wireless standards and Table 2.2 lists the key specifications 

of these standards. It is obvious that OFDM has been widely adopted in many state- 

of-art standards and has a promising future in the next generation of high speed
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Figure 2.11: Frequency range and data rate specified by typical OFDM based
wireless standards.

wireless communication technologies.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, the principle of OFDM systems is introduced. In Section 1, con

ventional FDM and OFDM techniques for multi-carrier transmission are compared. 

The analog and digital representations of OFDM signals are both introduced in Sec

tion 2. In Section 3, the transmitter and receiver structures of OFDM systems are 

presented, followed by an introduction of the OFDM signal generation, transmission 

and reception procedures. The impairments of non-ideal transmission of OFDM sys

tems, including the multipath fading and frequency offsets are discussed in Section 4. 

Finally in Section 5, the main advantages and disadvantages of OFDM systems are 

briefly concluded and the major wireless standards based on OFDM techniques are 

overviewed.
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Table 2.2: Summary of OFDM based wireless standards

Standard Frequency
Max Data 

Rate 
(M bit/s)

Modulation

Scheme

Range

(meters)

802.11 a 5.25, 5.6 

and 5.8 GHz

Up to 54Mbps 
in the 5GHz 

band

BPSK, QPSK 

16QAM, 64QAM
20 m

802.11 g 2.4 - 2.4835 GHz
Up to 54Mbps 
in the 2.4GHz 

band

OFDM above 20Mbps, 

DSSS with CCK 

below 20Mbps

30m

802.11 n 2.4 - 2.4835 GHz 
5.15 - 5.35 GHz 108+ Mbps Up to 64 QAM 

on 108 OFDM 50 m

802.16

WiMAX

IEEE 802.16 - 
10GHz-66GHz 

802.16a-e - 
2GHz-llGHz 

Licensed: 
2.3 GHz, 2.5 

GHz, 3.3 GHz 
US:

2.3 GHz, 
Asia/India: 

2.5 GHz, 3.3 
GHz

Up to 75 Mbps

Fixed Access : 
OFDM with BPSK,

QPSK, 16 QAM,

64 QAM

Mobile Access :

OFDMA with BPSK, 
QPSK, 16 QAM,

64 QAM

30 m

802.22
(Draft)

54-698 MHz 
(USA) 72.6 Mbps QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM 33 km
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Chapter 3

Algorithms for Blind Estimation of 

OFDM System Parameters

As OFDM system has been adopted in many different communications standards in 

recent years, cognitive OFDM signal reception capable of supporting multiple stan

dards becomes increasingly important, which necessitates a need for blind OFDM 

system parameter estimation. In this chapter, OFDM system parameters (i.e., the 

sampling frequency, number of subcarriers, symbol duration, CP length as well as 

CFO) are estimated without any prior information. Based on the inherent cyclosta- 

tionarity of the received oversampled OFDM signal, a two-step algorithm with low 

computational complexity is proposed to blindly estimate the original OFDM sam

pling rate at the transmitter and the oversampling ratio of the receiver. With this 

estimated oversampling ratio, other OFDM system parameters such as the number of 

subcarriers, symbol duration and length of CP are estimated based on the cyclic prop

erty induced by the CP. Simulation results confirm the high precision and efficient 

computations provided by the proposed algorithm.

3.1 Signal Cyclostationarity

Signal cyclostationarity has been used as a statistical tool in many different appli

cations, including signal identification, blind equalization, parameter estimation and
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modulation recognition [25] [26] [27], Communication signals in general exhibit cy- 

clostationarity associated with the symbol period, carrier frequency, chip rate and a 

combination of these factors [28]. Before discussing the cyclostationarity in OFDM 

signals, the fundamental concepts of cyclostationary processes will be first introduced.

3.1.1 Cyclostationary Process

A cyclostationary signal is a signal having statistical properties which vary cyclically 

with time. Define the mean and time-varying autocorrelation function (ACF) of a 

stochastic process x(t) ( e.g., an OFDM communication signal) as

Hx(t) =  E {x(t)}, (3.1)

and

R x(ti,t2) =  E {x(ti)x*(t2)}. (3.2)

Here £'{•} is the standard expectation operator and * is the conjugation of the cor

responding complex process.

The stochastic process x(t) is wide-sense cyclostationary if its mean and time- 

varying ACF are periodic in time [29] [30] with a period Tx . Namely, for any given 

integer ra,

Px (t) = Px{t +  mTx), (3.3)

Rx{t\,t2) =  Rx(h +  mTX) ¿2 +  rnTx). (3.4)

Without loss of generality, define t\ =  t +  r /2  and t<i =  t — r/2 . An alternate
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definition of the time-varying ACF for a cyclostationary process is

Rx(t,T) =  E {x(t +  ^ ) x * ( t -^ ) } .  (3.5)

i?x (i, r) is referred to as the symmetric form of the time-varying ACF since it considers 

two points in time separated by r and centered at t. For its clearness and simplicity, 

(3.5) will be used in the following for further explanation about cyclostatinoarity. 

Analogous to (3.4), wide-sense cyclostationarity in (3.5) can be expressed as

Rx(t,r) =  Rx(t +  mTx,T). (3.6)

For any cyclostationary process x(t) that satisfies (3.6), the time-varying ACF 

can be expressed as a Fourier series over the corresponding period Tx

Rx(t,r) =  J2R̂â ej27rat' (3-7)
a

where the Fourier series coefficients in (3.7) are given as

Tx/ 2

R%(a,-r) =  J Rx(t, t )e~i2natdt. (3.8)

X-T x/ 2

i?“ (a ,r )  is referred to as the CCF where a is the cyclic frequency (CF) [31]. If a 

process is wide-sense stationary, the CCF is identically zero for all a other than a =  0 

[30]. In other words, for a stationary process, Rx (t,r) =  R^.(0,t ) and Rx{t,r) can 

be shortened as Rx{r) because it is no longer dependent upon t.

The CCF can also be obtained by extending the period of integration in (3.8)
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to infinite as follows

T/2

R%{a, t )  =  lim ^  f  Rx(t,T)e~j2natdt, (3.9)
T-> oo 1 J 

-T/2

This expression together with the definition of Rx(t,r) given in (3.5), provide a 

method for estimating the CCF from observed waveforms. Suppose that samples from 

the process x(t) are observed during any observation interval T0̂  which is symmetrical 

with respect to the time origin. An estimate for Rx {t) is then given by

To b / 2

R*(a,r) =  f  x(t+T/2)ITob(t+T/2)x’ (t-T/2)ITJ t-T /2 )e -’ 2™ ‘dt, (3.10)

°  -T o t , / 2

where It  h is the indicator function defined as

1*1 <  Tab/2 ;

elsewhere,
(3.11)

and { : } stands for an estimated value.

Moreover, define the Fourier transform of the CCF with respect to r  as the 

cyclic spectrum (CS)
00

Sx( a , f ) =  J R ^ (r ) e -^ fTdr. (3.12)
—00

When a =  0, CS is equal to the power spectrum (or spectral density) defined 

in the conventional manner [29]. For any wide sense stationary process, the CS is 

identically zero for all a other than a =  0. This follows directly from the equivalence 

of f?“ =0 to R(r) for such a process.
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3.1.2 An Interpretation of the Cyclic Correlation Function

To help the understanding of the signal cyclostationarity, a specific example is given 

below. Suppose there are two signals v(t) and v'(t) with opposite frequency shifts as

v{t) =  x(t)e~^nat, (3.13)

and

t/(t) =  x(t)e^nat. (3.14)

The cross-correlation of v(t) and v'(t) is

Rvv,(t ,T) =  E {v{t +  T- ) v ' * ( t - T- ) } .  (3.15)

Substituting (3.13) and (3.14) into (3.15) gives,

RvAt.r) =  +

=  Rx(t,T)e~i2’ at, (3.16)

which upon rearranging yields

Rx(t,r) =  e ^ atRvvl(t,r). (3.17)

By application of (3.9), the CCF therefore is

=  R vvi (t ). (3.18)
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It can be seen from (3.18) that the CCF of a cyclostationary process is the cross

correlation of frequency-shifted versions of the original process.

3.2 Second-Order Cyclostationarity of Received 

Oversampled OFDM Signals

Based on the introduction of the signal cyclostationarity in the previous section, the 

inherent cyclostationarity of received oversampled OFDM signal will be analyzed in 

this section.

3.2.1 Signal Model

We assume the transmitted continuous-time OFDM signal is given by [5]

1 oo N—l
s(t) =  - 7^7 E  E  dl(k)e>2nk^ fk(t~lT)g(t -  IT), (3.19)

V N  l=-oo k=0

where N is the number of subcarriers; l represents the Zth symbol; k denotes the 

kth subcarrier; d[(k) is the symbol transmitted within the Zth symbol period and 

the fcth subcarrier. Symbols from different subcarriers are considered as independent 

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with zero mean and variance of 

<7 ,̂ drawn from either a QAM or PSK constellation; A/*, is the subcarrier frequency 

spacing; T  is the sampling period at the transmitter which equals to T = Tu/N, 

with Tu =  1/A/fc as the useful symbol duration; g(t) is the combined effect of the
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transmitter pulse shaping and receiver match filtering given by

g(t) =  <
1, 0 < t < T; 

0, otherwise.
(3.20)

The received continuous time baseband signal with perfect time synchronization 

can be written as

1 N —l oo Mc
r(t) =  * e ^ A /c i  £  ¿  ¿  dtWhtfmìe’ to'W kQ-Cm -W

v N  k=Ql=-oom=l
(3.21)

where A f c stands for the CFO; h(£m) is the channel coefficient at delay £m, m =  

1 ,..., Mc\ w(t) represents AWGN with variance o\.

The discrete-time OFDM signal r(nT^) obtained by oversampling r(t) can be 

denoted as

r(nTh) =

X

N~1 0 0  Mr
L ¿ 2 * A fcnTb J 2  Y .  Y

k = 0  l = —oo m = 1

j^Nk(nTb-U -lpT )

g{nTb - £ m -  IT) +  w(nTb)
1 N —l oo Mc . 2ixN  i,/ ím  IpT\

fc„ T „ - £  £  Y d‘ ( W ^ ~  ^
V7V k=0l=-oom=l

U  IT.
g[Tb(n + w(̂ nTb^ (3.22)

where T& is the sampling period at the receiver and p =  T/T  ̂denotes the oversampling 

ratio.
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3.2.2 Cyclostationarity in Oversampled OFDM  Signals

The time-varying ACF of the signal given by (3.21) can be written as (see Appendix 

A for the detailed derivation of (3.23)-(3.26)) [32]

2 IV—1 Mc
R (t,r) =  Y , h^mx)e - j2^ fk^ g { t - U l )

k= 0 m\—l
Mc oo

X 5 ]  h *(U 2)ej2nkAfkU2g*(t -  U 2 +  r) ® Y  5(* “  lT ) +  T)>
7712 = 1 / = —00

(3.23)

where Rw(t,r) is the time-varying ACF of the AWGN.

The CCF of (3.23) at CF a and delay r  can be obtained by taking Fourier 

transform of (3.23) with respect to t [28] [32]

2 IV-1 °° Mc
R(a, t )  =  - ^ e- j2nAfcT Y  e - i 2nkAfkT /  Y  K U x)e~j2irkAfkU^

k= 0 J -------- 1-oo m \ = 1

Mr
x  g ( t - U i )  Y ,  h*(Zm2)ej2nkAfklirnz g * ( t - U 2 +  T)

7712 = 1
00

x e i 2natdt x Y  S(a ~ f )  + (3.24)
£ = —00

where Rw(a, r) is the CCF of the AWGN and

a =  —, l integer. (3.25)

Taking Fourier transform of (3.24) with respect to r, the CS of the signal at
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1 . 4 ^ . . " " '  

1.2- ;

Cyclic Frequency (Hz) 0 0 Signal Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.1: Cyclic spectrum of an oversampled OFDM signal.

CF a and signal frequency /  can be determined as

2 N - 1

s ( c j )  =  ^ £ ; t ( - / - a / c)g * ( - ( /  +  a / c +  * A « )
k=0

xH (a -  A fc -  f)G (a  - f - A f c -  kA fk) +  Sw(a, / ) ,  (3.26)

where H (f ) and G(f )  are the Fourier transform of h(t) and g(t) respectively, 5w(a, / )  

is the CS of the AWGN. Fig. 3.1 shows the CS of the oversampled OFDM signal, 

the non-zero CF proves the existing cyclostationarity in oversampled OFDM signals 

since that a stationary signal has no CF.
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It can be seen from (3.24) that R(a , r) ^  0 only if a =  /T _1, with l as an integer. 

Note that the magnitude of the CCF depends on the signal amplitude, the number 

of subcarriers and sampling period rather than the CFO and channel impacts. As a 

result, the peak corresponding to CF a can be observed in the CCF of the received 

oversampled signal. Notice that a is the reciprocal of T, given the sampling frequency 

at the transmitter is 1/T , it is obvious that the sampling rate needed to be estimated 

equals to the CF a. Therefore, by substituting (3.25) into the oversampling ratio 

p =  T/Tfc, we have
. _ T _  1
p~yb~^rb

Hence, oversampling ratio p can be obtained by estimating CF a in the CCF, which 

corresponds to a peak in the CCF of the oversampled signals.

3.2.3 Cyclic Frequency Estimator

The CF estimator is given by maximizing the cost function below [33]

a =  arg max[| + R!*(—a ,r)  |2], (3.28)a

where a >  0, R '(a,r) is the positive frequency part and Rf(—a ,r)  is the negative 

frequency part of the CCF respectively. By adding these two components to reduce 

noisy frequency spikes, the performance of the CF estimator can be enhanced. Com

pared with the previous work proposed by Dandawate and Giannakis in [34], this 

estimator is more robust and efficient for implementation.

It is obvious that the CCF i?(a, r) is a function with two variables a and r. 

To search for the optimal CF a, large amount of data and intensive computations 

are needed. Notice that for different r, the peak in CCF locates at the same position
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which can be seen from (3.24). Therefore, it is much more efficient to search for the 

optimal a  with a fixed r. Furthermore, simulation shows that the optimal time delay 

r  is dependent on the pulse shaping filter, which is also confirmed in [35]. However, 

the pulse shaping function is unknown in advance for blind estimation. Due to these 

reasons, a solution of setting the time lag as 1 (i.e., r  =  1 ) is applied, which provides 

the best estimation results according to simulation and is also supported by [33]. 

Consequently, two dimensional search over function i? (a ,r ) can be simplified into 

one dimensional search and the complexity of the estimator decreases drastically.

3.3 Sampling Frequency Estimation by A  

Two-Step Algorithm

In this section, CF estimation based on (3.28) with a fixed delay (i.e. r  =  1) is 

presented. A conventional one-step CF estimation is first presented as bench mark. 

The conventional method requires a large Fourier transform size to provide high esti

mation precision, which leads to high computational complexity for implementation. 

To reduce the computational complexity in the one-step scheme, a two-step algo

rithm based on zoom fast Fourier transform (ZFFT) is proposed for OFDM sampling 

frequency and oversampling ratio estimation.

3.3.1 Conventional One-Step CF Estimation

Based on (3.28), CCF can be obtained by taking Fourier transform of the time-varying 

ACF and the optimal CF a is the corresponding frequency which maximizes (3.28). 

In practice, FFT is always applied for spectral analysis due to its computational effi

ciency compared with DFT, especially when long data set and intensive computations
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are required [36] [37]. Under this circumstance, the estimation of oversampling ratio 

by (3.27) can be given as

a-u n - j f t  «
(3.29)

where M  is the FFT size and K  is the estimated index of the CF.

Since OFDM signals are highly sensitive to frequency offsets, the estimated 

sampling frequency must be precise enough for signal recovery. For an example, 

in IEEE 802.11a standard, the symbol clock frequency tolerance shall be ±20 ppm 

maximum. That is to say, the maximum tolerant offset is 6.25Hz- with a symbol 

clock frequency of 0.3125MHz [17], which poses a high requirement for the sampling 

frequency estimation. As the estimation accuracy is determined by the resolution in 

the frequency domain, which corresponds to the observation duration and the utilized 

FFT size. By using a larger FFT size with a fixed observation period, the sampling 

in the frequency domain becomes denser. Consequently, a more precise CF estimate 

can be provided as the sampled frequency bin becomes closer to the exact CF in the

Large FFT size can be used to improve estimation precision of the oversam

pling ratio. However, it is impractical to increase the estimation accuracy by simply 

increasing FFT size due to hardware capability and power consumption limitations. 

Furthermore, large FFT size leads to a long processing time, which is not practi

cal in real-time signal processing. Note that our aim is to search the optimal CF 

a by locating the maximum FFT bin. It is more efficient to zoom in on the fre

quency range containing the desired CF rather than observing the whole frequency 

spectrum. Inspired by the zoom-in idea, algorithms for spectrum analysis over the 

desired frequency segment with high resolution are developed.

CCF.
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of ZFFT.

3.3.2 Zoom Fast Fourier Transform

ZFFT algorithm is a technique capable of zooming in on a segment of the spectrum 

in the same manner as a zoom lens on a camera does in photography [38]. It was 

first brought up by Hoyer [38] and Yip [39] with the aim to improve the efficiency in 

terms of storage size and computation time for the realistic implementation of Fourier 

transforms. By using ZFFT, only the resolution of a specific frequency segment is 

increased, which is suitable for the case where only the frequency segment containing 

the desired CF is of interest.

The frequency zoom-in effect is achieved by ZFFT shown in Fig. 3.2. It includes 

four steps: the original signal spectrum is first frequency shifted, then the resultant 

signal is lowpass filtered and decimated. These three function blocks of ZFFT are 

processed in the time domain. Finally, the decimated signal is transformed to the 

frequency domain by FFT.

Assume a Aq-point signal u(n) is sampled from a continuous signal u(t) with 

the sampling frequency Fu — 1 Hz, after FFT, the corresponding frequency spectrum 

is U(e>u) with a frequency range [—1/2,1/2] Hz as shown in Fig. 3.3. Assume the 

frequency interval [o q ,^ ], which has a length of l/D (D is an integer) of the whole 

frequency range, is the frequency segment of interest. By ZFFT, the segment can be 

magnified as follows

• Frequency Shift
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Figure 3.3: The frequency spectrum of U(eJU).

To zoom in on the interested frequency segment ranging from u\ to uj2 , fre

quency shift is first used to shift the original spectrum to a proper position, 

resulting in a frequency shifted signal u(n).

v(n) =  u(n)e~iUori, (3.30)

and the corresponding spectrum is

V(eju ) =  DFT[u{n)e~jujon} =  o))> (3.31)

where V(e^u) denotes the spectrum of v(n) and cjq =  js the shifted

center frequency required by the system. The spectrum of the shifted signal is 

shown in Fig. 3.4.

• Ideal Lowpass Filter

An ideal lowpass filter H ip{eJU) as shown in Fig. 3.5 is utilized to filter out
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Figure 3.4: The spectrum of v(n) after frequency shifting of u(n).

the uninterested frequency part to eliminate frequency aliasing.

HLP(ejUJ) =  <
1 ,

0,

—UJC <(jJ < UJCi 

otherwise.

The cutoff frequency of the ideal lowpass filter should be so that the

frequency range of the filtered signal is uq to u>2- The signal after lowpass filter
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Figure 3.6: The spectrum of uo(n) after decimation, 

is vip{n) given by
oo

vL P ( n )  =  h(k)v (n  ”  & )  (3.32)
k=0

and the corrsponding spectrum V^p(n) shown in Fig. 3.6 is

VLP( e n  =  V(e>“ )HLp(ei“ ). (3.33)

• Decimation

The signal is then decimated by an integer factor D which means the new 

sampling frequency reduces to l/D of the original sampling frequency and the 

downsampled output, a .ftq-point signal u q ( t i )  is

oo
uo(n) — vLP(nD) =  ^  h(k)v(nD — fc),

A;=0
(3.34)
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Figure 3.7: The spectrum of u q ( t i )  after decimation, 

and the spectrum of the decimated signal as shown in Fig. 3.7 is [40]

D - 1

U0(e>“ ) =  - ' £ v ( e > “ )HLp(e>“ -2Trl)
1=0

=  ^  (3.35)
u  1=0

Given H i p ( e 77^) denoting an ideal lowpass filter which removes the out 

of range frequency components, (3.35) can be rewritten as

U0{e>u) =  ^ U (e i{iD+^ ) H Lp(ej V ) =  l t 7 ( e i‘(^ +wo)). (3.36)

Since the new sampling rate changes to FUQ — j f ,  the frequency range 0 < 

|Fu| <  jjj is stretched to the corresponding frequency range 0 <  |FUo| < 5 by 

the decimation.

• FFT
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Figure 3.8: Spectrum of a signal with closely spaced frequency components 
processed with a)FFT and b)ZFFT.

The Aq-point FFT of the new signal uo(n) therefore is given by

U0(k) =  uo(e’ “ l u ( e j i™ i k+Uo))

1 o)
-  DU& )■ (3.37)

It is demonstrated by (3.37) that to obtain the same resolution, a conventional Ap

point FFT is required when the entire spectrum is computed, where K 2 =  DK\. 

However, by ZFFT, only a Aq-point FFT is employed to achieve the same frequency 

resolution. In this sense, ZFFT can be used to calculate the interested frequency 

segment with high resolution without increasing FFT size, thereby reducing the com

putational complexity.

Fig. 3.8 shows an example of signal spectrum analysis from FFT and ZFFT. 

Assume the input original sequence consists of three sinusoidal signals: 30Hz to 1.0V,
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Estimation of other OFDM 
System Parameters

Figure 3.9: Block diagram of blind estimation of OFDM system parameters.

32Hz to 2.0V, 34Hz to 3.0V which are sampled at 500Hz, i.e.,

u(t) =  sin(2n • 30i) +  2sin{2'K • 32i) +  3sm(27r • 34i). (3.38)

The spectrum of the original signal with 256 point FFT is plotted in Fig. 3.8(a). The 

three frequency components are undistinguishable because the frequency resolution 

is less than the frequency interval between two adjacent frequency components. Fig. 

3.8(b) depicts the zoomed in spectrum with a decimation factor of D =  6. Benefitting 

from the zoom-in ability of ZFFT technique, without increasing the FFT size, the 

three frequency components can be identified clearly.

3.3.3 Proposed Two-Step CF Estimator Based on ZFFT

In practical implementations, the maximum achievable FFT size is often constrained, 

which limits the frequency resolution of the CCF obtained by FFT. Based on the
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ZFFT technique introduced in the previous section, a two-step algorithm is proposed 

to improve the accuracy of the CF estimation with low computational complexity. 

Instead of calculating the entire frequency range of the CCF, the proposed algorithm 

only selects the interested frequency segment and zooms in on it to find the optimal 

CF a  with high estimation precision. With the help of the proposed algorithm, 

the frequency resolution of the desired frequency segment can be enhanced without 

increasing the maximum achievable FFT size of the receiver, resulting in a more 

precise sampling frequency estimation without extra computations.

The block diagram of the proposed algorithm for estimating OFDM system 

parameters is shown in Fig. 3.9. The time-varying ACF of the oversampled signal is 

calculated and then the CF is estimated with two steps. In the first step, a coarse 

estimation based on a small size FFT of ACF is obtained, with the aim of finding 

the approximate CF location and the frequency segment to be zoomed in. In the 

second step, the interested frequency segment is magnified by ZFFT to obtain a 

more precise CF estimation. In the sequel, other OFDM system parameters (i.e., the 

number of subcarriers, symbol duration, CP length and CFO) are estimated based 

on the estimated sampling frequency and oversampling ratio.

Given the minimum and maximum achievable FFT sizes (M\ and M2) of the 

receiver, the parameters in ZFFT for the proposed algorithm, i.e., the decimation 

factor, shifted center frequency and the range of the segment to be magnified, will be 

discussed in detail. To achieve the required precision, the selection of the decimation 

factor D is analyzed first. The selection of the zoomed-in frequency range is discussed 

later.
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3.3.3.1 Selection of the Decimation Factor

Suppose that the sampling rate 1/Tb is used at the receiver to oversample the signal. 

According to the system requirement, the bias of the estimated symbol clock frequency 

should satisfy

ly  -  (3.39)

where T and T  denote the estimated sampling period and the real sampling period 

respectively and A f  is the required symbol clock frequency tolerance.

When the frequency resolution of the FFT is not high enough, the real CF of the 

CCF may lie in between two adjacent FFT bins and cannot be exactly represented. 

Assume that the true CF a is located between the K th and the (K  +  l)th bins as

,  (K  +  S)
M2DTb'

(3.40)

where 6 denotes the gap between the exact CF bin and the nearest FFT bin due to 

resolution limitation. 6 ranges from (-0.5,0.5], where the lower and upper bounds are 

decided by the worst case when the true CF lies exactly in the middle of two FFT 

bins.

Substituting (3.40) into (3.39) gives,

*  ( *  +  * ) ■ <  A

M2DTh M2DTb 1 -  1
(3.41)

Finally, the decimation factor can be determined by

D > max \S\
M2TbA f

(3.42)

The maximum value of 6 which equals to 0.5 is chosen for deriving the infimum of
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the decimation factor D according to the precision requirements.

3.3.3.2 Selection of the Zoomed-in Segment Range

An Mi-point FFT is used in the first step to compute the CCF, the approximated CF 

d* is then obtained by searching for the maximum FFT bin according to (3.28). Since 

the sampling clock is 7),, the frequency range of the CCF in the first step is [0,1/7),]. 

Depending on the decimation factor in the second step, the frequency segment to be 

zoomed in is of the whole spectrum. Therefore, the range of the frequency segment 

for magnification in the second step is -jyjr.

By obtaining the approximated CF d* from the first step, the frequency segment 

to be observed around the center d* is

1 A* I t -------  Ci -f- --------1
2DTb' 2 DTb

d* is the shifted frequency, which is used in the first block of ZFFT as shown in Fig. 

3.8.

3.4 Estimation of Other System Parameters

With the previously estimated oversampling ratio, other OFDM system parameters, 

i.e., the number of subcarriers, symbol duration, length of CP and CFO can be 

estimated based on the previously estimated oversampling ratio.

3.4.1 Estimation of the Number of Subcarriers

As CP is copied from the last part of the OFDM data symbol, high correlation exhibits 

between CP and the last part of the data symbol. The ACF of the oversampled signal
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can be expressed as follows [41]

R(r) =  E{r(n)r*(n +  r )}  =
7^ + 1 =  0,

1^ ’ l =  pN,

o, otherwise,

where aJ and a§ are the variances of OFDM symbol and AWGN, respectively, r is 

the time lag in the range of [0, pL\ and pL is the length of the signal employed for 

estimation.

Obviously, the number of subcarriers can be estimated by searching the peak 

of the ACF which occurs at a time lag of pN. The location of the correlation peak is 

different from the one in [41] which occurs at the delay corresponding to N. In our 

case, the peak occurs at pN [42] due to oversampling and the correlation test is

1 /5L" 1
TV =  argmax —  r(n)r*(n +  r), r  =  0,1,2, ...,pL, (3.44)

pL '
71=0

where p is the oversampling ratio estimated before.

Combined with the sampling frequency estimated in the last section, the data 

part duration of an OFDM symbol is given by

f u =  NT. (3.45)

R(t) is the special case of R (a,r) when a =  0, that is to say, OFDM signal 

itself is a cyclostationary signal due to the CP redundancy. This property will be 

used for the estimation of CP length in the following.
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3.4.1.1 Estimation of the Length of CP

The duration of one OFDM symbol Ts consists of two parts, the period of useful 

data part Tu and the period of CP part T^, i.e., Ts = T U +  Tcp. Since the CP part 

introduces cyclostationarity to OFDM signals at delay r  =  Tu, the CCF at delay 

t  =  TU is given by

2 , N - l  A °? Mc
R(a, Tu) =  - ^ e^j27TAfcTu e~j2nkAfkTu /  ^  h (U

S k=0 -oo m1=1
Mc

x g ( t - U i)  h*(U 2 )ej 2nkAfk(im2 g * ( t - U 2 + f u)
m2=l

oo j
x e ~ ^ atd tx  6{ a - — ) +  Rv,( t , fu), (3.46)

£ = —00

which is periodic of Ts. Therefore, by substituting (3.46) into (3.28), the symbol 

duration Ts is equal to the reciprocal of the estimated CF. Since Tu has been estimated 

in the previous section, Tcp is then given by

Tcp — Ts — Tu. (3.47)

3.4.1.2 CFO Estimation

As discussed in Section 4 of Chapter 2, ICI caused by CFO leads to the loss of 

orthogonality among subcarriers in OFDM. Therefore, the estimation of CFO and 

further compensations are particularly important.

Frequency offset estimators can be classified into three categories: data-aided 

(DA), decision-directed (DD) and non-data-aided (NDA). Both DA and DD tech

niques assume that the transmitted symbol sequence is known. The DA method is 

normally employed for estimating the frequency offset based on a known training
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sequence, whereas DD method performs the estimation by using the decoded output 

symbols as additional pilots. In contrast, NDA method acquires no knowledge of the 

transmitted signal. In the sequel, an NDA method exploiting the CP redundancy is 

proposed.

At the receiver, the CFO is modeled as a phase distortion of the received data 

in the time domain. According to [43] [44], the phase rotation between the CP and 

the last part of data symbol where CP duplicated is proportional to the CFO, from 

which the CFO can be estimated.

Assume channel fading is slow so that the channel impulse response does not 

change within one OFDM symbol. Therefore, the CFO can be estimated as [43]

A / c =  —^ y ^ a n g le [r (n )r* (n  +  JV)], n =  0 , 1 , 2 , JVq, -  1, (3.48)
27rN n

where N  stands for the number of subcarriers estimated in the previous part and
A f

Ncp =  -£P-N denotes the number of CP samples in one OFDM symbol. The function 
Tu

angle[-] calculates the phase of the given input.

3.5 Complexity Analysis of the Proposed 

Algorithm for Oversampling Ratio 

Estimation

As presented in the previous section, the proposed algorithm for oversampling ratio 

estimation consists of two steps. In the following the computational complexity asso

ciated with both Step 1 and Step 2 will be compared with the conventional algorithm 

used in [45].
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In Step 1, a course estimation of CF a is accomplished by Mi-point FFT, M\ 

is the minimum FFT size at the receiver. Therefore, it includes M\ log2 M\ complex 

additions and ^  log2 M\ complex multiplications. In Step 2, a fine estimation of CF 

a is accomplished by ZFFT with the maximum FFT size of the receiver is M2. Thus 

there are M2 log2 M 2 complex additions and ^  log2 M2 complex multiplications in 

this step.

Table 3.1: Computational complexity comparisons between the proposed algorithm
and the conventional algorithm

Proposed Algorithm Conventional Algorithm

Step 1

Number of 
Complex 
Additions

384 —

Number of 
Complex 

Multiplications
192 -

Step 2

Number of 
Complex 
Additions

0.05 x 106 -

Number of 
Complex 

Multiplications
0.025 x 106 -

Total Number 
of

Complex Computations
0.075xl06 1.48 x 106

For the conventional FFT algorithm, to achieve the same estimation precision, 

the FFT size used is DM^ Hence, the total number of complex additions and complex 

multiplications increase to DM2 log2 DM2 and l0g2 .DM2 , respectively.

For example, with the settings given in Simulation Setups in next section, M\ =  

64, M2 =  4096 and D =  22, the computational complexity comparisons between the 

proposed algorithm and the conventional algorithm are shown in Table 3.1. It is 

illustrated that the proposed two-step algorithm for oversampling ratio estimation
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can retain lower computational complexity compared to the conventional algorithm.

3.6 Simulation Results

3.6.1 Simulation Setup

To evaluate the precision requirements achieved by the proposed algorithm, system 

parameters used in the simulation are in accordance with the typical IEEE 802.11a 

standard [17]. The FFT size of 64 is used in each symbol with cyclic prefix Ncp =  16. 

The useful symbol period is 3.2 fis and the cyclic prefix period is 0.8 ¡is. Transmitted 

symbols are generated from QPSK scheme with unit variance. The normalized carrier 

frequency offset is 0.3 and the oversampling ratio used in our test is set to be 3.6. 

The channel considered in simulation is a five-tap (Mc =  5) time dispersive channel

[46], with coefficients /i(£i) =  0.227, hfa ) =  0.460, h(^) =  0.688, ^(£4) =  0.460, 

h fe )  =  0.688 and [£i >£2>£3>£4>£5] =  [0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5] fis. The minimum and 

maximum achievable FFT size at the receiver is supposed to be 64 and 4096, then 

the decimation factor in the proposed algorithm is 22 according to (3.42) and the IEEE 

802.11a standard [17]. All the simulation results are obtained from 1000 independent 

Monte Carlo trialtrials.

3.6.2 Numerical Results

The performance of the proposed estimators are evaluated under both AWGN and 

multipath channels. Fig. 3.10 illustrates the computational complexity of the pro

posed two-step algorithm and the conventional algorithm [45] for the oversampling 

ratio estimation with the same precision. It is obvious that the computational com

plexity of the proposed two-step algorithm is much less than that of the conventional
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algorithm. Fig. 3.11 shows the normalized mean square error (NMSE) of oversam

pling ratio estimations using the conventional algorithm and the proposed algorithm. 

It is illustrated that the estimation of oversampling ratio based on cyclostationarity 

test is robust even at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Furthermore, the accuracy of 

the proposed algorithm is higher than the conventional algorithm when the SNR and 

the maximum achievable FFT size are the same. This is due to the performance im

provement of the proposed algorithm obtained by magnifying the interested frequency 

segment where the CF lies in.

The probability of correct estimation of the number of subcarriers and the 

length of CP versus SNR are plotted in Fig. 3.12. It is noticed that both the estima

tions are precise enough under AWGN channel while its performance degrades under 

multipath channel as SNR decreases. The estimation of the number of subcarriers 

is accurate because of the high signal correlation introduced by the CP redundancy. 

The estimation of the CP length is based on the cyclostationarity of the OFDM signal 

itself, which is as robust as the estimation of oversampling ratio.

Fig. 3.13 shows the NMSE versus SNR of the CFO estimation. It is apparent 

that the estimator is capable of working under AWGN channel even at low SNR 

values while the performance degrades in multipath channels.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, OFDM system parameters (i.e., the sampling frequency, number of 

subcarriers, symbol duration, CP length as well as CFO) are blindly estimated by 

exploiting the cyclostationarity of oversampled signals. In Section 3.1, the theory of 

the signal cyclostationarity is introduced. Following that, the cyclostationarity of the 

oversampled OFDM signal is investigated with a time dispersive channel corrupted by
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AWGN. The analytical expressions for the CCF and CS are derived to demonstrate 

the existing cyclostationarity in Section 3.2. Based on this, a two-step algorithm for 

OFDM sampling frequency and oversampling ratio estimations is proposed in Sec

tion 3.3 to reduce the computational complexity. Furthermore, other OFDM system 

parameters, i.e., the number of subcarriers, symbol duration, CP length and CFO 

are estimated. The complexity of the proposed algorithm is compared with the con

ventional algorithm in Section 3.4. Finally, the estimations are evaluated and the 

results confirm the precision and computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm 

in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.10: Computational complexity of the proposed algorithm compared to the 
conventional algorithm with the same estimation accuracy.

Figure 3.11: NMSE of oversampling ratio estimated from the proposed algorithm 
and conventional algorithm versus SNR under AWGN and multipath channels.
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Figure 3.12: Correct estimation probability of number of subcarriers and CP length 
in multipath channel with AWGN under different SNRs.

Figure 3.13: NMSE of the CFO estimation versus SNR under both AWGN and
multipath channels.
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Chapter 4

Modulation Scheme Classification for 

OFDM Systems

In adaptive OFDM systems, modulation schemes (MSs) can be changed according to 

channel conditions to improve transmission efficiency. However, additional signalling 

is often required to inform the receiver the employed MS, which lowers the bandwidth 

efficiency. Taking advantages of MS classification techniques, a smart receiver is able 

to automatically track and adapt to the employed MS, thereby avoiding additional 

signalling and saving the bandwidth. Furthermore, to intercept communications for 

S&R purposes, MSC techniques are also desired in order to demodulate and recover 

intercepted signals since MS information may not be available in such applications. 

Therefore, MS classification techniques for OFDM signal demodulation are useful in 

both commercial and military applications.

In this chapter, a MS classification algorithm is proposed to identify the em

ployed MS from the received OFDM signal using HOS. In Section 1, MSs commonly 

employed by OFDM systems are briefly introduced first, followed by a review of ex

isting modulation classification methods in Section 2. After the introduction of HOS 

basics in Section 3, the proposed fourth-order cumulants based modulation classifica

tion algorithm is presented in Section 4. Simulation results that confirm the accuracy 

of the proposed algorithm are given at the end of this chapter.
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4.1 Digital Modulation Techniques

Digital modulation is the process by which digital symbols are transformed into wave

forms that are compatible with the characteristics of the channel for the purpose of 

transmission [3]. In this section, two digital modulation techniques commonly used 

in OFDM systems are reviewed, namely, PSK and QAM.

4.1.1 Phase Shift Keying (PSK)

In M-ary PSK modulation, log2 M  data bits are collected to form a symbol. The 

pattern of the symbol is encoded as the phase of the signal [47] [48]^

The M -ary PSK signal within the fcth subcarrier can be represented by

dt(k) =  (4.1)

where d[(k) is the symbol transmitted within the Zth symbol period and the kth 

subcarrier; 0/(fc) is the phase chosen from M  possible values as follows

g , ( f c ) e { 0 , ^ ..... {M ~m )2W. k =  (4.2)

Different M  values generate different kinds of PSK signals. Higher level PSK 

scheme has higher bandwidth efficiency, while it increases the complexity of demodu

lator and is more susceptible to noise. Binary PSK (BPSK) and QPSK are the most 

commonly used PSK schemes in OFDM systems, where M =  2 for BPSK modulation 

and M =  4 for QPSK modulation.

Fig. 4.1 shows a subset of binary data {0,1,1,0,1,1,1,  0,1,1} and the cor

responding waveform of a BPSK signal. Fig. 4.2 shows a subset of binary data 

{ 0, 0, 1 , 0, 0 , 1 , 1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 , 0, 1 , 0, 1 , 1 , 1 , 0, 0} and the corresponding waveform of a
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0 1 1 0  1 1 1 0  1 1

: Binary data and the corresponding waveform of a BPSK signal.

00 10 01 10 00 01 01 01 11 oo

Figure 4.2: Binary data and the corresponding waveform of a QPSK signal.
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QPSK signal. Since for a QPSK modulation, each symbol contains two bits, the 

corresponding symbols in Fig. 4.2 are {00,10,01,10,00,01,01,01,11,00}. All PSK 

waveforms have constant envelops while phases are changed with different symbols.

4.1.2 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM )

The constant envelop property of M-ary PSK scheme is specially important to systems 

where power amplifiers must operate in the nonlinear region for maximum power 

efficiency. For some other communication systems, constant envelop may not be a 

crucial requirement, whereas bandwidth efficiency is more important. Quadrature 

amplitude modulation (QAM) is such a class of non-constant envelop schemes that 

can achieve higher bandwidth efficiency than M -ary PSK with the same average signal 

power.

The principle of quadrature modulation used in M -ary PSK can be generalized 

to include amplitude modulation as well as phase modulation. With PSK, the in- 

phase and quadrature components are constrained in order to produce a constant 

envelop signal, which is the fundamental characteristic of PSK. If the constraint is 

removed so that the modulated signal can vary its amplitude, the result is known as 

QAM. For the special case of two levels on each quadrature channel, QAM is identical 

to QPSK.

The M -ary QAM signal within the fcth subcarrier can be represented by [49]

dl(k) =  rl^ k\ (4.3)

where r/ =  y  A +  Ajq, A^ and Aiq are the information-bearing signal amplitude; 

6[(k) =  tan~1 (Aiq/An) is the phase that is chosen from M  possible values depending
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Figure 4.3: The constellation of 16QAM modulation scheme.

1010 1101 0101 0000 1001 1110 1100 1001

Figure 4.4: Binary data and the corresponding waveform of a 16QAM signal.
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on the underlying symbols to be modulated; d;(fc) is the symbol transmitted within 

the Zth symbol period and the fcth subcarrier.

Fig. 4.3 shows the constellation of a 16QAM signal and Fig. 4.4 shows a subset 

of binary data and its corresponding waveform. For a 16QAM signal, each symbol con

tains four bits, the corresponding symbols in Fig. 4.4 are {1010,1101,0101,0000,1001, 

1110,1100,1001}. The modulated signal has non-constant amplitude and different 

phases.

4.2 Review of Existing Modulation Classification 

Methods

MS classification techniques have been studied for decades, most of which are based 

on single carrier transmission schemes. Under the typical assumption that symbols 

are independent and identically distributed, two kinds of methods are widely used, 

namely, likelihood-based (LB) [50] [51] and feature-based (FB) methods [52],

4.2.1 Likelihood-based Methods

LB methods are based on the likelihood function of the received signal and cor

responding decisions are made by comparing the likelihood ratio against a thresh

old. However, this kind of methods suffer from very high computational complexity 

[53]. In addition, LB methods are not robust with respect to model mismatch such 

as frequency offsets, residual channel effects and non-Gaussian noise distributions. 

Specifically, for modulation classification between 8QAM and 16QAM which can be 

formulated as a binary hypothesis detection problem, the LB methods tend to favor 

the denser constellation (i.e., 16QAM), which are not robust as an classifier [54], The
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drawbacks of LB methods motivate the research of using statistical features for better 

classification performances with lower complexity.

4.2.2 Feature-based Methods

FB methods perform the modulation classification based on different statistical fea

tures in the received signal, such as the instantaneous amplitude, frequency, phase 

and so on [55]. In recent FB methods, the HOS of the received signal is exploited, 

including the fourth-, sixth-, and eighth-order cumulants [54] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60].

In this chapter, we utilize the fourth-order cumulant of the FFT demodulated 

signal as a powerful feature for MS classification due to their attractive properties: 

(a) cumulants provide natural measures of deviations from normality for a random 

variable or process; and more importantly, (b) higher-order cumulants of a stationary 

Gaussian process are zero which makes the classification immune to AWGN.

4.3 HOS Basics

Before introducing the proposed algorithm, definitions, properties and computations 

of the HOS (i.e., moments and cumulants) of a stationary random process will be 

discussed. In this thesis, the emphasis of the discussion is only placed on to fourth- 

order statistics, orders higher than four will not be considered.

4.3.1 Moments

For a collection of random variables x =  [x\,X2 , • • • , £&], let Ix — {1,2, • • • , k} denote 

the set of components indices of x. The joint moment of x is given by

mx(I) =  E { x  1x 2x3 ' • • x k}- (4.4)
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According to (4.4), the kth moment of a set containing k random variables is the 

expectation of the product of these k random variables. It then follows that

mi = E {x  i } , (4.5)

and the second, the third and the fourth moments are

m2 =  E {x  1x2 }. (4.6)

m3 =  E {x 1x2x3 }, 

7714 =  E {x  1x22:3x4}.

(4.7)

(4.8)

The foregoing equations are the basic moment equations which will be used for the 

derivation of fourth-order cumulant in the following subsection.

4.3.2 Cumulants

For a collection of random variables x =  [x\,X2 , • • • , xjfc] and the set of components 

indices I® =  {1,2, • • • , k} of x, if we have I C Ix , then x / is the subvector consisting 

of those components of x whose indices belong to I. The “partition” of the set I is 

the unordered collection of nonintersecting nonempty sets Ip such that UpIp =  I [61].

Denote the moment and cumulant of the subvector x / as m ^I) and cx (I), the 

moment-to-cumulant (M-C) formula is [61]

Q
cx(i )=  E  ( - i^ -^ q - i ) ! ! ! ^ ) . (4.9)

u^=i p̂—1 P=  1

where U^= 1Ip =  I, p =  1 , • • • ,Q  denotes summation over all partitions of the set I.
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Q is the number of the subsets of a partition. A partition of the set I is a collection 

of nonintersecting and nonempty sets Ip, such that UpIp =  I. For example, Q =  1 

for { (1,2,3) } ,  Q =  2 for {(1),(2,3)} ,  {(2), (1,3)} and {(3), ( 1 , 2 )}. Since we only 

investigate the fourth-order cumulant in this chapter, cumulants less than fourth- 

order are calculated in detail.

According to the M-C formula (4.9), the first cumulant is equal to the first 

moment, that is [61]

c\ — Tfi\ =  E {x  i } .  (4.10)

The second cumulant C2 is

c2 =  m2 -  m\ =  E {x\X2 } -  E { x i } E { x2 }. (4.11)

The third cumulant, C3 , is

2 2C3 =  m 3 — 3m i m 2 +  2 m\

=  E { x i } E { x2 } E { x3}  -  E { x i } E { x2x3}

-  E { x2 }E {x\x^} -  E {x3 } E { xix2} +  E { x i } E { x2 } E { xs}. (4.12)
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The fourth cumulant, C4, is [61]

0 9  A
04 =  7714 ~  477137711 — 3 m2 + 12m|m2 — 6777-2

=  ^ { 0:10:2X3X4} -  £ { x i } £ { x2X3X4} -  ^ { x2 } jE{x iX3X4}

-  E {x3 }£ ;{x iX 2X 4 } -  £ ;{x 4}£;{xiX2X3} -  £ ’{x iX 2 }£ {x 3 X 4 }

-  £ ; { x i X 3 } E { x 2 X 4 }  -  £ ^ {x iX 4 }^ {x 2 X 3 }  +  2£ ’{ x i X 2 } £ { x 3 } £ { x 4}

+  2 E {x iX 3 }^ {x2}-B{x4} +  2 £ {x iX 4 }£ {x 2 }£ {x 3 } +  2£ {x2 X 3 }i?{x i}£ {x4 }

+  2£,{ x2X 4 }^ {x i } £ ,{ x3} +  2 £ {x 3x 4 }£ {x 1}i? {x2 }

-  6£ ,{ x i } £ ,{ x2 } £ ,{ x3 } £ ,{ x4}. (4.13)

For a random process with zero mean, the cumulants can be simplified as

ci =  m 1 =  E{x  1 } =  0, (4.14)

c2 =  m2 =  E {x\x2}, (4.15)

C3 =  rn3 =  E{x\x2x3} =  0, (4.16)

C4 — m 4 — 3 m2

=  E{ xi x2x3x4j -  E { xix2} E { x3X4}

-  E { xix3} E { x2X4} -  E { xiX4}E{x2x3}. (4.17)

The second, third and fourth cumulants are usually called variance, skewness 

and kurtosis. In statistics and probability theory, kurtosis is a statistical measure of 

the “peakedness” of the probability distribution of a random variable [62]. It measures 

the flatness of a distribution density function near its center. Positive values are used 

to indicate that a density is more peaked around its center than a normal curve and 

negative values indicate that a density is more flat around its center than a normal
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curve.

As to a Gaussian process, i.e., AWGN, all cumulants of order greater than two 

is identically zero. Non Gaussian processes do not have all zero cumulants. Thus, 

higher-order cumulant measurements have a natural tolerance to Gaussian noise.

4.4 Proposed Modulation Classification 

Algorithm for OFDM Systems

Since the shape of the distribution of different MS is characterized by kurtosis, it 

provides a statistical metric for MS classification. By calculating the higher-order 

cumulants of independent symbols over each subcarrier in OFDM systems, the cor

responding MS can be classified according to the computed value and the theoretical 

value.

4.4.1 Signal Model

Rewrite the received baseband continuous OFDM signal in Chapter 3 as follows 

1 N —l oo Mc

r(t) =  -Le>2nAfct J2 12 12 di{k)h{U)ej27rkAfk(t~U ~lT)
V N  k=Ol=-oom=l

X g(t — £m — IT) +u(t) ,  (4.18)

where N  is the number of subcarriers; l represents the Ith symbol; k denotes the 

fcth subcarrier; d[(k) is the symbol transmitted within the Zth symbol period and 

the kth subcarrier. Symbols from different subcarriers are considered as independent 

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with zero mean and variance of 

cr̂ , drawn from either a QAM or PSK constellation; A /*. is the subcarrier frequency
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spacing; T  is the sampling period at the transmitter which is equal to T =  Tu/N, 

with Tu =  1/A/fc as the useful symbol duration; g(t) is the combined effect of the 

transmitter pulse shaping and receiver match filtering; A  f c stands for the CFO; /i(£m) 

is the channel coefficient at delay £m, m — 1 , Mc; w{t) represents AWGN with 

variance a

4.4.2 Theoretical Cumulants for Different Constellations

According to [54], the nth-order/(/-conjugate moment of the frequency domain symbol 

di(k) over the kth subcarrier can be calculated as

1 L
mk,n,q =  E {(4 (k ))\  ( di(k)r~1} =  (4.19)

1=0

where d/(fc) is the frequency domain symbol transmitted within the Ith symbol period 

and the kth. subcarrier and L is the number of total samples taking into computation.

By using the M-C formula (4.9), the nth-order/g-conjugate cumulant Ck n q of 

the constellation can be easily expressed in terms of moments as

Ck,n,g =  Cum[(4(fc))9,(d/(A:))n_9]

Q
=  £  ( - D ^ w - D i n ^ -  (4-2°)

^ =i /P=l P=1

The theoretical values of the nth-order/g-conjugate cumulants, Ch n q, for the 

interested constellations are given in Table 4.1 [54] [58] [59]. These values were com

puted using the M-C formula in which the nth-order/g-conjugate moments calculated 

as ensemble averages over the noise-free constellations with équiprobable symbols un

der the constraint of unit energy. Due to the symmetry of the considered constella-
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Table 4.1: Theoretical cumulants for constellations under constraints of unit
variance.

ck,n,q BPSK QPSK 16QAM 64QAM
ck, 2,0 1 0 0 0
ck, 2,1 1 1 1 1
c/c,4,0 -2 1 -0.68 -0.619
CM , 1 -2 0 0 0
CM , 2 -2 -1 -0.68 -0.619

tions, the nth-order/g-conjugate moments are equal to zero when n is odd. Therefore, 

only the nth-order/<?-conjugate cumulants when n is even are given. These theoretical 

values will be used as the catalog patterns for decision making of the classifications 

in next subsection.

4.4.3 Proposed Algorithm for OFDM  Subcarrier MS

In this section, we propose a MS classification algorithm to classify modulation scheme 

for OFDM systems.

The algorithm consists of two steps. In Step 1, normalization of frequency 

domain samples is carried out to remove any scale factor. Afterwards, according 

to [54] and [58], the fourth-order/two-conjugate cumulant of symbols from the fcth 

OFDM subcarrier are then computed as

cjt m4 — 3 m2
2

£{«M)2, MM)2} - 3 [E(WM). MM)}]2
. oo N—l

I  E  E  mm)2mm)2-3
l=—oo k=0

1
L Em*m)mm) ,

1=0
(4.21)

where d[(k) is the frequency domain symbol with the Zth symbol and the kth sub

carrier and L is the number of total samples in the fcth subcarrier taking into com
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putation. Then the feature vector c =  [c\C2 • • • cj\[}T which combines the fourth- 

order/two-conjugate cumulant of each subcarrier can be obtained, where N denotes 

the total number of subcarriers.

In Step 2, the calculated feature vector is compared with catalog pattern matrix 

given in Table 4.1 and the decision of the employed MS is made in accordance with 

the criterion

i =  arg . min d(C, c), (4.22)
%— 1 , 2 , 0 , 4

where i enumerates the candidate MSs; i represents the decision on the MS of the 

estimated symbols; d(-) represents the classic Euclidean distance; c is the measured 

feature vector and C is the catalog matrix as follows

C  =  [C! c2 c3 c4]

- 2  - 1  -0 .68 -0.619 

- 2  - 1  -0.68 -0.619

- 2  - 1  -0 .68 -0.619

- 2  -1  -0.68 -0.619

(4.23)

Each column in C stands for the fourth-order/two-conjugate cumulant of different 

MSs given in Table 4.1.

4.5 Simulation Results

In this section, simulations have been presented for performance evaluation of the pro

posed MS classification algorithm. Four MSs commonly employed in OFDM systems,
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namely, BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM are to be classified.

4.5.1 Simulation Setup

The same OFDM system parameters as in chapter 3 are employed to verify the 

proposed algorithm. The main parameters are as follows, the FFT size of 64 is used 

in each symbol with CP Ncp =  16; The symbol period is 4 ¡is and the CP period 

is 0.8 /zs. The normalized carrier frequency offset is 0.3 and the channel considered 

in simulation is a five-tap (Mc =  5) time dispersive channel [46], with coefficients 

h(£i) -  0.227, hfa ) =  0.460, M&) =  0.688, hfa ) =  0.460, h(£5) =  0.688, and 

=  [0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5] fxs.

4.5.2 Numerical Results

The classification performance is evaluated based on the average probability of correct 

classification Pc.

In Fig. 4.5, the correct classification probability of these four MSs is compared 

versus different SNR values. Classification performance improves as SNR increases for 

the reason that AWGN does not affect the fourth-order cumulant but their variance, 

which can be seen from (4.21). The higher the modulation order is, the more sensitive 

the corresponding constellation is to low SNRs. Therefore, the fourth-order/two- 

conjugate cumulant of the signal samples is more precise as SNR increases, which 

results in a more accurate classification.

Fig. 4.6 depicts the performance of the classifier with different number of sam

ples when SNR =  lOdB. It is illustrated that the number of samples required to 

attain excellent classification performance at a specific SNR depends on the investi

gated signals, i.e., at lOdB SNR, only a few hundreds samples is requested in case of
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BPSK, while the data length increases for higher-order modulations such as 16QAM 

and 64QAM. Since the proposed algorithm classifies the MS based on the character

istics of constellation distributions, a larger number of samples is suggested in order 

to reduce the estimation bias.

Fig. 4.7 depicts the symbol error rates (SERs) of symbols demodulated ac

cording to classified modulation schemes compared with the theoretical SERs. By 

comparing with the theoretical SER of each MS, Fig. 4.7 illustrates that the classifi

cation of MS is accurate enough for demodulation and other processings.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, modulation classification for OFDM systems is carried out using 

the fourth-order cumulant of the frequency domain signal. MSs which are usually 

employed in OFDM systems and the basic knowledge of the HOS of stationary random 

processes are described at the beginning of this chapter. Following that, the proposed 

algorithm for classifying four MSs commonly used in OFDM systems, namely, BPSK, 

QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM is presented. Finally, the performance of this classifier is 

evaluated and the simulation results confirm the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: Correct classification probability of the proposed algorithm versus SNR.

Figure 4.6: Correct classification probability of the proposed algorithm with 
different number of samples when SNR=10 dB.
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Figure 4.7: Estimated SERs compared with the theoretical SERs of four MSs.
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Chapter 5

Lab Testing for Algorithm Verification
In this chapter, our proposed algorithm for blind OFDM system parameter estima

tion is evaluated using a lab testing system. Our testing platform includes a vector 

signal generator, a spectrum analyzer and a high speed digitizer. In Section 5.1, hard

ware and software requirements together with the corresponding platform setup are 

introduced in detail. The workflow of the testing is described step by step in Section 

5.2. Finally the proposed algorithm is verified based on the signal obtained from 

the testing platform and evaluation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 

algorithm in realistic scenarios in Section 5.3.

5.1 Introduction of lab testing system

The lab testing system for the algorithm verification contains a R&S® SMJ100A 

vector signal generator (shown in Fig. 5.1) for IEEE 802.11a signal generation, a 

R&S® FSP (shown in Fig. 5.2) spectrum analyzer for spectrum observation, and an 

NI PXI 5105 high speed digitizer (shown in Fig. 5.3) for signal collection and storage. 

The setup of the testing platform is introduced in the following section.

5.1.1 Hardware and Software Specifications

The hardware and software specifications for the testing platform are shown in Table

5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively.
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Figure 5.1: R&S® SMJ100A vector signal generator.

Figure 5.3: National instruments PXI 5105 high speed digitizer.
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Table 5.1: Hardware specifications for the testing platform

Hardware Characteristics
Computer CPU with Pentium 1GHz or better.
R&S® SMJ100A Baseband I/Q  modulator and RF up to 6GHz.

R&S® FSP Large frequency range from 9kHz to 30GHz and high 
measurement speed up to 1 fis sweep time in time domain.

NI PXI 5105 High sampling rate up to 60MHz and fine resolution of 12 bits.
NI PXI 1031 Low noise emissions.

Table 5.2: Software specifications for the testing platform

Software Characteristics

NI-VISA VISA driver from National Instruments.

WinIQSIM A software tool to configure R&S® I/Q  modulator for 
signal generation.

NI LABVIEW/ CVI A graphical programming environment providing 
configurations for receiving, sampling and storing signals.

MATLAB Signal processing environment.

5.1.2 Equipment Setup for Testing System

For OFDM signal generation, R&S® SMJ100A vector signal generator is used. It can 

support multiple WLAN standard specifications such as IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b and 

802.llg . Specifically, all data rates in the IEEE 802.11a standard range from 6 Mbps 

to 54 Mbps with complete channel coding functions are supported. In our testing, an 

IEEE 802.11a signal is generated for algorithm verification.

For signal reception, NI PXI 5105 high speed digitizer is utilized. The PXI 5105 

is capable of receiving 8 simultaneous channels of data at a rate of 60 Mega samples 

per second with a resolution of 12 bits. This high speed digitizer is inserted in NI 

PXI-1031 4-Slot 3U Chassis.
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Figure 5.4: Instrument setup for the algorithm evaluation.

The interconnections of the equipments are shown in Fig. 5.4. As shown in 

the figure, the signal output from the vector signal generator is wired to the input of 

Channel 0 and Channel 1 of the digitizer plugged in the PXI chassis. The received 

signal is sampled and saved at the digitizer through the NI LABVIEW interface. 

Meanwhile, the generated signal is fed to the spectrum analyzer for signal observation 

and validation. The proposed blind system parameter estimation and modulation 

classification are performed on the saved data from the digitizer in MATLAB. The 

detailed workflow and configuration in each step of the testing are illustrated in the 

following section.

5.2 Workflow of the Lab Testing

The whole testing contains three steps as signal generation, validation and reception. 

As illustrated in Fig. 5.4, the generated signal is first configured in R&S® WinIQSIM 

on the PC, which is connected to R&S® SMJ100A through USB interface. Besides 

the setting of basic system parameters, realistic impairments such as multipath fading 

and CFO can also be introduced in the generated signal through the configuration in
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Figure 5.5: RSzS® WinIQSIM configurations for generating IEEE 802.11a signals.

R&S® WinIQSIM.

Based on the configuration, actual signal waveforms with impairments gener

ated by R&S® SMJ100A are fed to the spectrum analyzer and NI PXI 5105. The 

validity of the transmitted signal can be examined in the spectrum analyzer and 

the signals are captured and saved in NI PXI 5105 based on the specific reception 

configuration.

The configurations of each equipment and the setting of different signal param

eters are presented step by step in the following.

5.2.1 Signal Generation

In our testing, configurations for generating IEEE 802.11a standard compatible sig

nal are done in R&S® WinIQSIM software. R&S® SMJ100A then generates the 

corresponding signal waveforms according to these configurations.
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5.2.1.1 W inIQSIM  Configuration

WinIQSIM software is specially developed for the configurations of generating digi

tally modulated signals. Complex signals can thus easily be generated and tailored 

to the used arbitrary waveform generator (ARB). It supports all possible modulation 

schemes of IEEE 802.11a. Fig. 5.5 shows an example of the configuration diagram 

of the WinIQSIM. Moreover, additive impairments can be superimposed on a signal. 

Signals configured with the aid of WinIQSIM software can be used for generating 

signal waveforms at both baseband and RF band in the SMJ100A vector signal gen

erator.

• Configuration for IEEE 802.11a Signal Generation

Signals configured by WinIQSIM are in accordance with IEEE 802.11a standard. 

We begin with the introduction of IEEE 802.11a standard.

IEEE 802.11a WLAN supports 8 different OFDM based transmission data rates 

in the PHY. For each OFDM symbol, 64 carriers are defined and only the inner 

52 carriers (-26 ... -1, 1 ... 26) are used for data transmission. Among the 52 

used subcarriers, 4 subcarriers (±  21 and ±  7) are used to transmit pilot with 

a fixed pattern, while the others are responsible for carrying data information. 

The subcarrier spacing of 312.5 kHz leads to a nominal signal bandwidth of 

16.6 MHz. An OFDM symbol generated in this way has a period of 3.2 fis. 

To compensate for multipath propagation, a CP with a duration of 0.8 fis is 

attached to the beginning of each symbol so that a total symbol duration of 4 

/¿s is obtained. Major system parameters of the IEEE 802.11a PHY are shown 

in Table 5.3, followed by the rate-dependent parameters in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.3: System parameter of IEEE 802.11a used in the testing

P a r a m e t e r V a l u e

Nsc[: Number of data subcarriers 48
Nsp: Number of pilot per sub-carrier 4
Nst: Number of subcarriers, total 52
A f  \ Subcarrier frequency spaceing 0.3125 MHz
Tpf t ' IFFT/FFT period 3.2 fis
TPREAMBLE'- PLCP preamble duration 16 fis
T's i g n a l : Duration of the SIGNAL BPSK-OFDM symbol 4.0 ps
Tq j : GI duration 0.8 ps
Tg i 2 ; Training symbol GI duration 1.6 /¿s
Ts y m : Symbol interval 4:0 ps
B: Occupied bandwidth 16.6 MHz

Table 5.4: Modulation schemes and data rates in IEEE 802.11a

Data
Rate

(Mbits/s)

Modulation Coding rate 
(R)

Coded bits 
per

subcarrier 
(■NBPSC)

Coded bits 
per

symbol 
(N c b PS)

Data bits 
per

symbol 
(■NDBPS)

6 BPSK 1/2 1 48 24
9 BPSK 3/4 1 48 36
12 QPSK 1/2 2 96 48
18 QPSK 3/4 2 96 72
24 16QAM 1/2 4 192 96
36 16QAM 3/4 4 192 144
48 64QAM 2/3 6 288 192
54 64QAM 3/4 6 288 216
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Figure 5.6: Multipath configuration panel.

In this evaluation, the raw data bits are convolutional-coded as specified and 

16QAM modulation is selected for each non-null subcarriers. The detailed pa

rameters of the generated signal are listed in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Signal configurations in WinIQSIM

Data Source Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS)
Modulation type i 6q a m
Symbol rate 0.25Mbps
PSDU rate 24Mbps
Sequence length 1024 bytes
Filter Raised-Cosine Filter
Window function Rectangular
Impulse length 32
Baseband Impulse Rectangular
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Figure 5.7: Frequency offset configuration panel.

• Configuration for Introduced Impairments

Additive impairments, i.e., multipath fading channel and CFO, in transmission 

can also be superimposed on the generated signal by WinIQSIM.

-  Multipath Fading Channel

In the “Multipath Define” window in WinIQSIM, delay, level and the start 

phase can be defined as path parameters for multipath propagation as 

shown in Fig. 5.6. The delay time of the path is set normalized to the 

symbol duration.

— Frequency Offset

CFO can be configured in the “Offset panel” as shown in Fig. 5.7. In our 

testing, the normalized frequency offset is set to 0.1 with no phase offset.

5.2.1.2 Waveform Generation and Transmission

After setting all the signal parameters in WinIQSIM, an “*.WV” file containing all 

the configurations is generated and transferred to SMJ100A as shown in Fig. 5.8.

The configuration file is then loaded to SMJ100A for generating and transmit

ting the desired continuous signal waveforms. Fig. 5.9 shows that AWGN is super

imposed on the signal and then the complete impaired signal is sent to the I -channel 

and Q-channel.
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Figure 5.8: Configuration of waveform generation in WinIQSIM.

Figure 5.9: Setup for signal waveform transmission on R&S® SMJ100A.

5.2.2 Signal Validation

The power spectrum of the transmitted signal according to IEEE 802.11a standard 

should fall within the spectral mask, as shown in Fig. 5.10. The spectrum of the 

transmitted signal observed from the spectrum analyzer is shown in Fig. 5.11, which 

has the same shape as the spectrum mask specified in IEEE 802.11a standard.
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Figure 5.10: Transmit spectrum mask according to IEEE 802.11a standard.

Hm.ka.c .1. (T1 j
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Figure 5.11: Power spectrum of the transmitted signal observed from spectrum
analyzer.

5.2.3 Signal Reception

The high speed digitizer is wired to the vector signal generator with cables to receive 

and store the transmitted signal waveform. The setup for the digitizer is shown in
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Figure 5.12: Configuration window of the signal waveform reception.

Fig. 5.12. The I/Q  modulated signal from signal generator is wired to the channel 0 

and channel 1 of the digitizer, respectively. The volt range is 6V and the sampling 

frequency of the digitizer is 60MHz. The sampled signal is saved so that it can be 

loaded into MATLAB for blind system parameters estimations.

Fig. 5.13 depicts the interconnections of the lab testing system. As shown 

in this figure, the vector signal generator placed at the bottom left is wired to the 

spectrum analyzer and digitizer.

5.3 Verification of the Proposed Algorithm

Fig. 5.14 shows the power spectrum of the signal received by the digitizer. Our 

proposed blind OFDM system parameter estimation algorithm is performed on this
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Figure 5.13: Lab testing system for the verification of the blind estimation
algorithm.
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signal. According to the IEEE 802.11a standard, the symbol clock frequency tolerance 

shall be ±20 ppm maximum. Given the minimum and maximum FFT size at the 

receiver, 64 and 4096, the decimation factor derived from (3.42) therefore is 18 in the 

two-step algorithm for oversampling ratio estimation.

Fig. 5.16 - Fig. 5.19 depict the performance of the estimation, i.e., the oversam

pling ratio, number of subcarrier, CP length, CFO and the MS under both AWGN 

and multipath channels.

It is shown in Fig. 5.16 that the oversampling ratio follows the same trend 

as the results shown in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the magnitude of the CCF is not 

affected by frequency offsets and AWGN, making the oversampling ratio estimation 

robust under various realistic channels.

The number of subcarriers and CP length estimations (shown in Fig. 5.17) 

perform very well even at low SNRs under both AWGN and multipath channels. 

Although under multipath channel, there are some undesired peaks caused by multiple 

delayed replicas of the signal as shown in Fig. 5.15, the high correlation introduced 

by CP guarantees estimation accuracy as long as the multipath delay is less than the 

CP length.

It can be observed from Fig. 5.18 that the CFO estimation is quite accurate 

under AWGN, while it deteriorates under multipath channels because of the phase ro

tation induced from multiple delays. In addition, a large number of samples employed 

in estimation enhances the estimation accuracy.

Fig. 5.19 depicts the performance of the modulation classification algorithm 

for received signals versus different SNR values. The correct classification probability 

of these Classification performance improves as SNR increases for the reason that 

AWGN does not affect the fourth-order cumulant but their variance which is ex
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plained in Chapter 4. Therefore, increasing the SNR value improves the classification 

performance.

The performance of proposed algorithms for real IEEE 802.11a signals degrades 

due to the impairments in digitizing. Commercial high speed digitizers are typically 

composed of front-end analog circuitry to condition, scale and offset the input signal 

and a number of ADCs whose samples are interleaved to form the output. In an 

ideal ADC, a continuous input signal is transformed into discrete output values at 

equally spaced time intervals. However, in real world ADCs, a noisy signal is quan

tized at varying time intervals into unevenly spaced bins which causes quantization 

errors. Moreover, quantization errors can not be compensated for, thereby affecting 

the following estimation accuracy.

Another reason is the differences between OFDM symbol structure in one frame 

of IEEE 802.11a signals and simulated signals. For example, the structure of OFDM 

symbols in training sequences and preambles are different from them in data payloads. 

Therefore, OFDM system parameter estimations are interfered due to different OFDM 

symbol structures in the received signal. Moreover, for each OFDM symbol in IEEE 

802.11a signal, four subcarriers are used to transmit pilots with a fixed pattern which 

are BPSK modulated, therefore two inherent modulations may exist in one symbol, 

which naturally affects MS classification results. Since a large number of data samples 

are employed in testing, the results in Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.19 are more stable than 

the simulation results obtained in Chapter 3.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, the proposed algorithm for blind OFDM system parameter estimation 

is verified by a lab testing system. The hardware and software requirements of the
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lab testing system, equipment interconnections and configurations are presented at 

the beginning of this chapter. The workflow for signal generation, validation and 

reception is described step by step in the sequel. Verification results given at last 

confirm the estimation accuracy and efficacy of the proposed algorithm in realistic

scenarios.
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Figure 5.14: Power spectrum of the IEEE 802.11a signal received by NI PXI 5105
high speed digitizer.
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Figure 5.15: Correlation peaks in the estimation of the number of subcarriers.
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Figure 5.16: NMSE of oversampling ratio estimation of the proposed algorithm 
versus SNR under both AWGN and multipath channels.

Figure 5.17: Probability of correct estimation of the number of subcarriers and CP 
length under both AWGN and multipath channels versus SNR.
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NMSE of the CFO estimation versus SNR under both AWGN and 
multipath channels.

Figure 5.19: Modulation scheme classfication versus SNR under both AWGN and
multipath channels.
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion

6.1 Research Contributions

In conventional OFDM systems, receivers have a priori knowledge of transmitted 

OFDM signal formats, including the sampling frequency, symbol duration and modu

lation scheme. Since both transmitters and receivers are designed with known system 

parameters at system design stage, conventional communication studies generally fo

cus on reliability, power/spectrum efficiency and transmission security.

In CR and tactical military signal intelligence, however, no information of the 

transmitted OFDM signal is available, blind estimation of system parameters there

fore becomes a necessity in these cases. Blind estimation is a technique that estimates 

system parameters of received signals without a priori knowledge. It is crucial for 

signal identification, demodulation and data recovery.

In this thesis, a set of techniques are proposed and investigated for blind esti

mation and modulation classification of OFDM systems. The proposed algorithm is 

verified by both MATLAB simulations and lab testings.

The research achievements of this thesis includes:

• Cyclostationarity of oversampled OFDM signals affected by AWGN and mul

tipath fading channels is investigated. The CCF and CS of the oversampled
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OFDM signal are derived, which provide the foundations for the following over

sampling ratio estimation.

• To reduce the computational complexity, a two-step algorithm for estimating 

sampling frequency and oversampling ratio is proposed by exploring the inherent 

signal cyclostationarity. In the sequel other OFDM system parameters, i.e., the 

number of subcarriers, symbol duration, CP length and CFO are estimated 

based on the correlation induced by the CP.

• Modulation schemes employed by OFDM subcarriers are classified by the fourth- 

order cumulant of the frequency domain signal. The resistance of HOS to 

AWGN and constellation rotation guarantees the robustness of the proposed 

algorithm.

• The proposed algorithm is verified through a lab testing platform. Testing 

results have proved the validity of the proposed algorithm under both AWGN 

and multipath channels.

6.2 Future Work

There are several topics related to the presented research worth further development.

Some of them are listed as follows:

• The proposed algorithm has shown that blind estimation of OFDM system 

parameters can be achieved under both AWGN and multipath channels. In 

simulations, the received signal is assumed to be long enough so that the sig

nal characteristics are obvious and stable for estimation. However, considering
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more practical cases, the long observation interval of the interested signal at the 

receiver is not guaranteed, therefore, only limited samples of the signal is avail

able for blind estimation. Consequently, both analytical and numerical studies 

on the stability of the proposed algorithm are desired under the circumstances 

that only limited samples are available for estimation.

• This thesis is focused on blindly estimating parameters of a detected OFDM sig

nal of interest. For more realistic cases, interested OFDM signals should be de

tected first before applying the proposed algorithm. Consequently, a spectrum 

sensing algorithm with reliable performance is of importance as a prerequisite.
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Appendix A

Time-varying ACF, CCF and CS of 

OFDM Signals

The expression for the time-varying ACF, CCF and CS of the received OFDM signal 

given by (3.21) are derived here, the AWGN component does not take into computa

tion.

R (t,r ) =  E[r(t)r*(t +  t)]
2 N —1 oo Mc

=
k= 0 l=—oomi=l 

Mc

x Y  h*(U 2 )e~j 2nkAfk(t~U 2 ~lT+T)g * { t - U 2 - lT +  T)
7712 = 1

2 N —1 oo Mc
=  ZjLe-j***fcr ^  Y  e~j 2nkAfkr Y  h ( U x)e~i2nkAfk^

k= 0 l=—oo m\=\
Mc

xp(t -  U x -  IT) Y  -  dm2 -  IT +  t)
m2= 1

2 1 V -1  M c

=  -A e- ^ A^ T Y  e - j2*kAfkT Y  K U x)e~j 2*kAfkUi g { t - U x)
k= 0 rai =  l

Mc oo

E  h*(U 2 )ej 2nkAfk m̂2 g * ( t - U 2 +  r ) ^  Y  * ( * - & ) .  (A .l)
7712 =  1 /  = —OO

X
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The CCF of (A .l) at the CF a and the time delay r  can be obtained by taking 

Fourier transform of (A .l) with respect to t given as

oo
R(a , r) =  J R(t, t ) e~i2natdt

—OO 
r2 oo

G
~N

N- 1
l e-j2n A fcr J  e~j2nkAfkT £  h (U i)e ~ j2nkAfkUi

-oo k=0 ml =1
Mc
£  h*(tm2 )ej 2nkAfkU2 g \ t - U 2 + r ) } e - ^ atdt 

m2= 1 
oo

S (A.2)
/ = —00

By using the convolution theorem that

00
/Or) ®pOr) =  J f{x)p{u -  x)dx, (A-3)

-oo

(A.2) can be written as

2 JV-1 °? °°  Mc
R(a,r ) =  -^ e -J ^ A /c r  J -  e~j2nkAfkr /  /  ^  fc(£m1)e~i2’r*A /*emi

Mc
-oo —oo mi=l

x g i y - U , )  £  ^ ( U 2)eJ'2,rfcA/^ 2 / ( j / - im 2 + T )
m2=l

oo
x £  5 ( t - y - l T ) e ~ j 2natdydt. 

/= —00
(A.4)

With the change of variables t — y =  v and y =  y, and by using the identity 

3 { £ ^ _ o c  ¿(i — ¿T)} =  T _1 YlhL-oc “  ^ _1)> ^  denotes Fourier transform, one
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can easily show that

2 N -l  ° ?  Mc
R ( a ,  r )  = - A . e ~ j ^ f c T  e ~ j 2 n k A f kT  J  M U i ) e _j27rfcA/fclmi

k=0  — oo rnl = l
Mc

X9(y -  £mx) ^  h*(̂ m2)ej2nkAfk^ g * {y  -  £m2 + r) 
m2=l 

oo
e - j 2n a y d y x  ^  5{ a - l T ~ l ) .  (A .5)

/=—OO

It can be seen that / i(a , r )  ^ 0 only at a  = ZT” 1, w ith  l as an integer. B y  using the 

notation y= t, (A .5) can be written as,

2 N -l  °°  Mc
R ( a ,  t ) =  j ^ e - i 2 n A fc T  ^ 2  e ~ j 2 * k A f k T  J  Y ,  h ^ m x ) e ~ j 2 n k A f k U ^

k=0 —oo ml~ l
Mc

x9(t ~ Cmi) E  h \U 2y 2i:kMkU^9*{t -  Zm2 + r)
m  2=1

oo
e ~ j2n a t d t x  ^  (A.6)

/=-00

The expression of the CS of (A .l)  at the C F  a  and spectral frequency vector /
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can be gained by taking Fourier transform of (3.24) with respect to t  given by

S(a , f )  = J R(a,r)dT
—oo

2 JV-1 7" ivic
=  - A -  j  [e-j27rA /CT ^ 2  e - j ^ k A f kT j  J 2  h {U J e -p v k A fk U x  

J L—n J ™____1-OO ml =1
M,

_  °d

xg(t - U i )  E  h*(U 2y 27rkAfkU2 9*(t -  u 2 +  t)
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x e - i 2natdt\e-l2nf TdT 
2 0° ° ° A -1  Mc

NT / E  E  '‘*Km2)e,'2rfA/‘ im29*(i-fm 1 + ’-)
—oo —oo m2= l 

x e -j2n A fCTe-j2nkAfkTe-j2nfT(jiT

M c

771^ —  1
(A.7)

With the change of variables, i.e., t =  i, */=£ +  r, (A.7) becomes

2 ^  A - l  Mc
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X
/» Mc

—00 ml —1 
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Notice that the fourth and sixth lines of (A.8) can be written as a Fourier transform 

of two convolved functions, and (A.8) becomes,

2 N - 1 °9

h=0 _oo
X e-i27r(/+A /c+fcA/fc)^

00

x J ® g(t))ej2nV+Afc+kAfk)te-j2natdt. (A.9)
—00

By using the Fourier transform of the convolution of two signals is multiplication of 

their Fourier transforms, and

oo

j  g ( j ) e - i 2**Tj 2̂ d T  =  G (f  -  A / ) ,  
—00

(A.10)

00
[  g * ( T ) e - ^ f Te 2̂nAf TdT =  G * ( - f  +  A / ) ,

J
(A. 11)

—00
oo
[  h{T)e-i2nf Te>2nAf TdT =  H ( f  -  A / ) ,

J
(A-12)

—00
00

J  /i*(r)e- ^ V 27rA/Tdr =  H * ( - f  +  A /) , (A.13)
—00

with H ( f ) and G(f)  as the Fourier transform of h(t) and g{t) respectively, and A /
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as a frequency shift, (A.9) becomes

ct2 N ~ 1
S(a, f )  = + Afc + kAfk) + fcA/fc))G*(-(/ + A/c + kAfk)
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